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1
WELCOME
Mediasite is a complete rich media webcasting and publishing system that automates the
capture, management, and delivery of interactive multimedia presentations.
The Mediasite Recorder is a rich-media recording appliance. With built-in automation,
video and visual content are immediately captured, synchronized, and converted into
high-quality multimedia presentations.
Mediasite Enterprise Video Platform provides every management tool you need to
schedule, customize, catalog, secure, monitor, and integrate your webcasts. Mediasite
Enterprise Video Platform is required for broadcasting live presentations, managing
audience interaction, and publishing presentations for on-demand access.
This book provides an overview of the Mediasite Enterprise Video Platform, outlines the
workflow for preparing, recording, publishing, and watching presentations, and
discusses how to manage presentations using the Mediasite management applications.

USING

THIS

GUIDE

The Mediasite Guide is for users who will be preparing and recording presentations as
well as generating reports. All users, at minimum, should have experience using webbased applications.

Conventions
The following conventions are used throughout the guide to indicate important
information that should be read and understood to effectively use the Mediasite system:
Bold Latha

This font indicates user interface elements as they appear in
Mediasite applications.
Notes with this symbol include cross-references to resources that
will provide additional information and/or instructions.
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Notes with this symbol provide tips that will help you further
understand or use the feature being discussed.
Caution

MEDIASITE

Notes with this heading provide information and warnings that
will help you to avoid losing content or breaking your system.

APPLICATIONS

Mediasite Enterprise Video Platform is a set of web applications and tools used to create,
schedule, organize, publish, manage, secure, and watch content as well as to configure
server-level settings.
Mediasite also includes desktop applications for recording the desktop, editing
presentations, and managing Mediasite.
Application
Management Portal

Purpose…
Provides permission-based access to functions, presentations, and
system components on Mediasite. The Portal is used to configure your
site, manage and secure presentations and items that make up a
presentation, customize and organize presentations, publish portable
presentations, import media for publishing, manage automated
captioning using third-party captioning services, track Mediasite usage,
interact with the audience, configure Mediasite, and monitor
Recorders. Includes a content approval publishing workflow.

Mediasite Showcase

A searchable online video library of your presentations. Showcase, the
front-end to your Mediasite, is customizable and features channels, a
search-based collection of presentations. Catalogs can be displayed as
channels in Showcase.

Player

An embedded application used to watch live broadcasts, on-demand
presentations, or portable presentations in a web browser, to navigate
on-demand presentations using the video controls, slides, or chapter
points, and to interact with the presenter.
Searchable, online collections of your presentations with details about
each presentation and a link that users can click to watch the
presentation in Mediasite Player.
A full text search index for Mediasite presentations and catalogs.
Provides web-based access to all of Mediasite’s presentation editing
capabilities.
A lightweight presentation management web-application used to
create, manage, share, and secure presentations. Includes a content
approval publishing workflow.

Presentation catalogs

Search application
Web Editor
My Mediasite
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Application
Configuration Editor
System Manager
Desktop Recorder
Presentation Editor

Purpose…
Provides tools for configuring, managing, and testing server-level
settings on Mediasite including database and security settings.
A Windows application for importing and exporting presentations as
well as securing Mediasite.
A Windows and Mac application for capturing the desktop and
uploading it to Mediasite.
A Windows application for editing presentations.

For more information, see technical planners Mediasite System Overview and Mediasite—
Enterprise Video Platform available on the Customer Assurance Portal at
www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
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GETTING STARTED
Before you begin, it is important to familiarize yourself with Management Portal and
System Manager. You will use Management Portal for most management tasks including
setting up your site (creating templates), creating, managing, and securing presentations
as well as configuring the Mediasite.
For some advanced tasks, such as importing and exporting presentations, you will use
System Manager. System Manager is not available to hosted customers.

GETTING

STARTED WITH THE

PORTAL

To use Management Portal, your computer must meet the minimum requirements:


Microsoft Internet Explorer® 8.0 or later, Google Chrome™, Firefox ®, or Apple®
Safari™ 6 or later



Microsoft Silverlight® 5 (required for some features, you will be prompted to install it
on the pages where it is needed)

Web Editor and My Mediasite require Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0 or later, Google
Chrome, Firefox, or Apple Safari 6 or later and Microsoft Silverlight 5. Also, note that in
previous releases, you could access all features of Management Portal using the Google
Chrome browser. However, Google Chrome is moving away from plug-in APIs and parts
of Management Portal currently use the Silverlight plug-in so some features will not
work. At this time, we strongly recommend using the other web browsers listed above.

Log into Management Portal
1.

Launch Management Portal by entering its URL directly in your web browser.
Management Portal’s URL has the following format:
http://<server IP address or domain name>/<Mediasite_name>/Manage

For example:
http://myserver.mynetwork.com/Mediasite/Manage
15
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2.

Enter your username and password and select the Remember me check box to prevent
your login session from expiring after thirty minutes of inactivity. You will be
prompted to create a user profile the first time you log into Management Portal.

If you do not know Management Portal’s URL or your login credentials, contact your
Mediasite system administrator. Management Portal is secure by default so initially only
the credentials of the built-in user, MediasiteAdmin can be used to log into it. Mediasite
automatically re-directs users without appropriate permissions to My Mediasite when
they use this URL.

Create user profile
When you log into Management Portal for the first time, you will see a dialog requesting
that you create a user profile.
To create your user profile:

1.

Enter the following information:
Name: Enter the name that you want displayed when you log into Mediasite

applications.

Email Address: Enter the email address that you want identified with your Mediasite

username. Mediasite sends notifications, such as those sent when you are a
moderator for a presentation, to this address.

Local Time Zone: Select the default time zone you want used when you create

presentations.
2.

Click Continue. You will see a message indicating that a confirmation email has been
sent to the address used. The email will include a link that you can use at any time to
complete your Mediasite profile.

3.

Click Continue to Mediasite.

Navigate the Portal
Management Portal provides all the tools you need to manage your Mediasite system. In
this section, you will an overview of the application that will help you navigate to the
features you need quickly.
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System Overview
Click Home to view the System Overview, which provides a quick snapshot of what is
happening on Mediasite—scheduled recordings, review presentations, announcements,
and totals. You can customize the System Overview page by adding, hiding, or
reorganizing the modules.

Portal Home page

Tabbed and profile menus
You will use the Portal’s tabbed menus to navigate and initiate tasks and the profile
menu to specify your personal information and customize your experience.
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Profile
menu

Tabbed
menus

Management Portal: Tabbed and profile menus

The following table lists the tasks you can perform in each menu.
Tab
Content

Publishing

Recording
18

Perform the following tasks…

Manage folders, presentations, players, schedules, and template

Manage schedules and presentations and check Recorder availability in
recording calendar

Publish folders to catalogs

Share folders to My Mediasite

Manage content (streams, media, and delivery) on folders and presentations

Enable registration on presentations

Launch web editor and edit presentation videos

Moderate presentations

Edit slides

Manage polls

Share presentations with audience

View presentation analytics

Add, manage and secure catalogs

List catalog in showcase

Customize catalogs

Add and manage podcast (video and audio) feeds

Add and manage presenters

Launch Recorder interface

GETTING STARTED

Tab

Analytics

Settings

Security

[Login username]
> profile (profile
settings)

Perform the following tasks…

Monitor Recorders

Apply software updates to connected Recorders

Add, manage, and secure encoding settings, content servers, server groups,
and stream groups

View real-time statistics (What’s being watched)

Add, manage and view reports: presentation statistics, catalog statistics, user
statistics, presenter statistics,

View status of jobs

Re-submit failed jobs

View presentation content revisions

Manage and customize Mediasite applications

Update system-level settings

Add and manage audio transcription profiles and templates, media import
projects, vodcast projects, and external publishing projects

Manage user profiles and resources

Copy permissions from a role

Assign permissions to Portal operations and features

Set system policies (default permissions)

Add connections to Active and LDAP directories

Configure SAML 2.0

Configure Basic LTI

Add and manage users and groups in the Mediasite Directory

Add roles (new, from directory, or from role cache)

Specify personal information (display name, email address

Set default time zone

Enable forwarding of viewer submitted questions when you are acting as
moderator

Specify email address of forwarded viewer questions

Enable presentation notifications when server jobs for your presentations
are completed or fail

Specify page displayed by default when you long into the Portal

Specify information used when you are featured as presenter in a
presentation

Portal search
Use the Portal’s search feature to locate presentations and system components quickly.
Enter a phrase in the Search field to locate an item in the Portal. Once your search results
are retrieved, you can then filter the results further.
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From more information on using search terms in Mediasite, see KBA 3731 available on
the Customer Assurance Portal at www.sonicfoundry.com/support.

Update your profile settings
Update your profile settings to update your personal information and customize your
experience when using Management Portal.
To update your profile settings:
1.

Click (Login Username) > profile and update settings as needed:
Personal Information: Update your Display Name (the name displayed in the Portal when

you log in) and the email address associated with your user profile. You cannot
modify your user name. Also, update the default Time Zone used when creating
presentations, as needed.

Profile Settings, personal information
Email Notification to Moderators: Choose how you want questions submitted by viewers

handled in your presentations. If you want moderators to receive email notifications
when questions are submitted, select Forward viewer-submitted questions and supply an
email address.
Presentation Notifications: When you enable all presentation notifications, you will

receive email notifications when server jobs for your presentations have been
processed or failed. You will receive notifications for the following content: ondemand content (Smooth Streaming, MP4, and WMV), slide content on a slide
stream, and generated slides on a video stream. You will also receive notifications
when you become the owner of a presentation.
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Profile settings, notifications
Default Starting Application: Select the page you want to see when you log into the

Portal:


Homepage: Customizable page where you can quickly see what is happening in

Mediasite: presentation viewing history, number of presentations and hours of
content, presentations that have been recently recorded, presentations scheduled
for recording, and presentations that need reviewing.


Content: Page where you will do everything related to creating, organizing, and

securing presentations as well as preparing them for recording and publishing.


Publishing: Page where you will manage your catalogs (searchable, online

collections of presentations on the Mediasite) and set up podcast feeds.


Recorders: Page where you will monitor and secure the Recorders connected to

your Mediasite as well as launch the web interface.


Settings: Page where you will configure server and application settings, manage

audio transcription profiles and templates, media import, vodcast projects, and
external publishing projects.


Analytics: Page where you will create reports that show how your Mediasite is

being used and by whom.


Security: Page where you will manage users, groups, roles, and system policies

(default permissions) and secure the Mediasite by assigning permissions to
Portal operations and resources.
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Default Starting Folder: Click in field to navigate to and choose the folder that will be

your starting folder when you are in the Portal's Content tab.

Items Per Page: Select the maximum number of items listed on each page. For

example, if you select 15 items per page and you have 45 presentations in a folder,
the presentation list will be displayed across 3 pages.
Presenter Information: Enter information about yourself, as you would like it to appear

when you are a presentation’s primary presenter.
2.

Click Save.

Profile settings, page settings and presenter information

PERFORMING

COMMON TASKS IN THE

PORTAL

This section describes how to do tasks that you will encounter frequently as you manage
your Mediasite system and prepare presentations using Management Portal.

Manage folders
Management Portal allows you to drag and drop folders so that you can easily organize
and manage folders and their contents. Actions are launched against a folder by right-
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clicking it and using the context menu. For example, to add a content server to a folder,
right-click the folder and select Add > Content Server.
Add folder
To add a folder:
1.

Right-click the folder to which you want to add a folder, and select Add Folder. Select
the Mediasite folder to add a folder at the top level. If you want to select a sub-folder,
you must first expand its parent folder.

2.

Enter a name and description for the folder and click Save.

3.

Once the folder is added, right-click it and select Security. Update ownership of the
folder or assign permissions to the folder as needed. Click Save.

Allow copying presentations to folder
When this feature is enabled on a folder, all users with read permissions to it can copy
presentations to it. Once a presentation is copied to this folder, the folder’s owner
becomes the owner of the copied presentation and will have full permissions for it.
However, the user that created the original presentation (creator) still has read and view
permissions for the copy. Also, if the content approval workflow has been enabled,
Mediasite can be configured so that the copied presentation’s owner and creator will
receive notifications during the review process.
To allow copying to a folder:
1.

Right-click the folder and select Edit Folder.

2.

Select the Allow presentations to be copied to this folder check box and click Save.

Share folder to My Mediasite
Mediasite allows you to share folders in Management Portal to My Mediasite. Unlike the
system-generated folders, multiple My Mediasite users can access shared folders. Any
role that has write permissions will be able to view and add content to this folder from
My Mediasite. Users can publish content in shared folders can be published to catalogs in
the same manner as other folders.
To share a folder to My Mediasite:
1.

Right-click the folder and select Edit Folder.

2.

Select the Share this Folder to My Mediasite check box and click Save.
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Update and delete folders
To update a folder’s properties or security settings, right-click it and select Edit Folder or
Security, respectively.

To delete a folder, right-click the folder and select Delete. When you delete a folder, the
folder and all its contents (folders, schedules, templates, presentations, players) are
moved into the Recycle Bin. If any item in the folder is in use, for example if a player is
being used in a presentation, then you will receive an error message and the deletion will
not happen.
If you restore one of these presentations from the Recycle Bin, it will be restored to the
root folder, Mediasite.

Manage folders

Publish folder to catalog
To publish a folder as a catalog, right-click it and select Publish to Catalog. When you
publish a folder, its contents (presentations, sub-folders and their contents) are listed in
the catalog. When you add presentations to the folder, the catalog automatically updates.
Permissions assigned to the folder and presentations will determine what your audience
sees in the catalog. Users with appropriate permissions can configure and customize the
catalog.
For more information on permissions, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
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View or modify an item’s properties
Once you create an item, you can view or update its properties as needed. Summary page
Click an item’s name link to view its Summary page, on which you can initiate other
management tasks. Click a link on an item’s summary page to view additional details or
to modify the setting.

Encoding Setting Summary page

Edit page
Click Edit to update an item’s properties.

Encoding Setting Edit page

Security page
Click More > Security to view and update an item’s security settings—assign permissions
and update ownership.
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For more information on securing items in Mediasite, see the Mediasite Configuration
Guide.

Encoding Setting Security page

In Use By page
Click More > In Use By to see the resources in which the system component is used. For
example, for a template, you will see a listing of presentations and schedules in which the
template is being used.

Encoding Setting in use by page
26
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You can then filter the items displayed by Type, Creation Date, or when Last Modified. To
delete an item, select the check box next to it and select the Delete Selected Resource(s)
check box.

Common presentation management tasks
On a presentation’s summary page, there are additional options that warrant a more
detailed discussion.
View presentation’s settings
On a presentation's summary page, you can view its settings in the same manner as other
items and update them as needed:


Click the Information tab to view general information about the presentation: tags,
description, date, duration, total video file size, player, and presenters.



Click the Delivery tab to view stream group settings, the presentation's source
(Hardware Recorder, Desktop Recorder, Uploaded media), ways that
presentation is made available to your audience (Publish to go, podcast,
captioning, etc.) and servers included in the selected server group. Click the link
for a setting, for example a content server, to view its details.



Click the Stream Details tab to view information about the presentation's streams:
content servers, URLs (distribution, storage server, and local), encoding settings,
and transcoding status.

Publish presentation
On a presentation’s summary page, click Publish to publish presentations to custom
catalogs, as video podcasts to YouTube, or as audio or video podcasts to iTunes.
For more information, see, ―Publishing to YouTube™ and Apple® iTunes® U‖ on page
124 and ―Working with catalogs and channels‖ on page 139.
Watch presentation
If a presentation is being recorded live or is available for on-demand viewing, you can
watch it from its summary page or you can click Watch in New Window to launch the
presentation in Mediasite Player.
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Manage polls
Click Polls Enabled to launch the Polls Admin page in a separate tab of your browser. On

the Polls Admin page, you will add, update, and remove polls and poll templates as well
as view poll results.
Moderate Q & A forums
Click Q & A Enabled to launch the Moderate page in a separate tab of your browser. On the
Moderate page, you will view and respond to questions from the audience. Optionally,

you can configure your presentations so that questions are forwarded via emails to
moderators. If emails are not being forwarded, this is indicated with a warning sign.

For more information on polls and Q & A forums, see ―Interacting with your audience‖
on page 101.
Share presentation
Click Share to share the presentation’s link with other users via email or instant message
or by embedding it in a website using the provided HTML. When sharing the
presentation, you can select the Player used and indicate where in the timeline the
presentation should begin and stop playing.
For detailed instructions on sharing your presentations with your audience, see, ―Share
presentations‖ on page 101.
Preview slides/ add slide descriptions and title
If a recorded presentation has slides, click Edit Slides to launch the Slide Editor, which you
will use to navigate the slides, choose a slide as the presentation’s thumbnail and add
title and descriptions to the slides.
For more information, see, ―Add slide titles and descriptions‖ on page 112.

View reports
On a presentation’s summary page, you can view detailed activity reports:
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Click Analytics > Dashboard to view a detailed report for the presentation: number of
views, top users, how presentation viewed (live, on-demand), etc.
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Click Analytics > Who’s Watching to watch a real-time report showing what users are
currently looking at the presentation as well as the platforms they are using to view
the presentation.



Click # Views to see total views (live and on-demand) for the presentation as well as
date activity, peak connections, total time watched, and range.

For more information on Mediasite analytics, see, ―Creating reports‖ on page 171.
Upload media
From a presentation’s summary page, you can upload MP4 and WMV files. You can do
this to create a video-only on-demand presentation for an unrecorded presentation.
For more information, see ―Adding a presentation using a video file‖ on page 75.
Launch Web-based Editor
Click Edit Video to use the web-based Editor to update slides and remove unwanted
sections in your presentation.

Presentation summary page, launch editor Web Editor, Project view shown

For more information, see the Editor Help.
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Review and approve changes/comments
If the content approval workflow is enabled, you can review comments and view edits
made to a presentation as well as approve or deny them.
The content approval workflow allows users to take presentations through a rigorous
review, edit, and approval process before publishing. For more information and detailed
instructions, see ―Reviewing presentations‖ on page 92.
Download portable presentations
If the Publish to Go or podcast features have been enabled for the presentation, you can
create and download a portable presentation or MP3 file from its summary page by
clicking Download or Download MP3. Users can view portable presentations without a
network connection..
For detailed instructions, see ―Download portable presentations from the Portal‖ on page 95.

Add like item
Adding a like item is adding a new item with the same settings as an existing one.
To add a like item:
1.

On an item’s Summary page, click More > Add Like. A new properties page is shown
with the same settings.

2.

Update the item’s name, description, and other settings as needed.

3.

Optionally, click Select a folder to specify a different destination folder for the new
item. Click Save.

Quick edit multiple presentations, schedules, and templates
Use the Portal to update the settings for multiple presentations, schedules, or templates
at once.
To update multiple presentations, schedules, or templates:
1.
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Right-click the folder containing the presentations, schedules, or templates you want
to update, select Browse, and then select the item you want in the list. For example, to
bulk edit presentations, select Browse > Presentations.
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2.

Select the check boxes next to the presentations you want to update or click the check
box at the top to select all presentations.

3.

Click Edit and select one of the options from the list. For example, to edit

presentations, select Edit > Presentation. In the Presentation Quick Edit dialog, update the
settings (see below) as needed and click Save.
Quick edit presentations and templates
The following options are available when editing multiple presentations and templates:
Reset Media: Click to remove all video and slides associated with the selected

presentations. You will receive a confirmation before the system deletes these files.
This option is for presentations only and you cannot reverse this action.
Information tab


Visibility: Select Viewable to make presentations available to users for viewing.

Select Offline if you do not want presentations available to users for viewing.
Presentations will still be visible in the Portal for updating as needed.
(Presentations only)


Publishing Options: Select how you want the Mediasite to handle presentations

once they have been recorded.


Time Zone: Choose a new time zone for the presentations.



Tags: Enter new tags that will be applied to all selected presentations. Select the
Fully replace existing tags check box to replace the current tags with the newly

added ones. Otherwise, the specified tags will be appended to the original ones
for the selected items.


Presenters: Click Add New or Existing Presenters to add presenters. Use the search

feature to find presenters already added on the Mediasite. Select the Fully replace
existing presenters check box to replace the current presenters with the newly

added ones. Otherwise, the specified presenters will be appended to the original
ones for the selected items.
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Presentation Quick Edit (Information Tab)
Player tab



Player: Select a player from the drop-down list. Use the search feature as needed

to locate the player you are seeking


Use Q & A Forum: Select the check box to allow audience members to ask

questions during live and on-demand presentations using the Mediasite Player.
Any user whose user profile has been assigned ―Moderate‖ permissions for a
presentation will receive audience questions when this feature is enabled.


Enable Presentation Sharing: Select this check box to allow users to share this

presentation using the Player.


Favor Smooth Streaming Playback When Available: Select this check box to have the

Player choose smooth streaming first, instead of MP4 when playing back this
presentation on-demand.


Enable Polls: Select this check box to use polls in the presentation. Polls allow you

to interact with your audience during a presentation and receive direct feedback.


Polls: Select the type of polls you want to use in your presentations:

o

Use Mediasite Polls: Select this option to add polls to your presentations

using Mediasite.
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o

Link to External Polls: Select this option and then enter a URL if you want

to use a third-party survey system.

Presentation Quick Edit (Player Tab)

Quick edit schedules
Update the automated schedule tasks and Recorder as needed. When the Recorder is
changed, all presentations that have not been recorded will be deleted.

Schedule Quick Edit
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Move items to a new folder
When you create a new item (schedule, template, presentation, content server, etc.) in
Management Portal, the system automatically adds it to the folder in which you initiate
the task. However, you can always move items to a different folder. You can use the
menu items or drag and drop items to a new folder.
Drag and drop presentations
To move items by dragging and dropping them:
1.

Select the check boxes next to all the items you want to move.

2.

Click one of the selected items and still pressing on the mouse drag the selected items
to their new folder. A confirmation message will be displayed before the items are
moved.

Move using menu item
To move items using menu:
1.

Right-click the folder containing the items you want to move, select Browse, and then

select the item you want in the list. For example, to move presentations, select Browse
> Presentations.
2.

Select the check box next to each item you want to move and select More > Move. A
confirmation message appears before the items are moved.

Management Portal: Move folders and presentations using drag and drop
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Delete system components
On a page with multiple items listed, select the check box next to multiple system
components and click More > Delete to remove them from the Mediasite. You can also
delete a system component on its properties page. You cannot delete system components
being used in a presentation. Once an item is deleted, you cannot recover it.

Delete players

Move presentations to the Recycle Bin
You must move a presentation to the Recycle Bin before you can delete it from the
Mediasite. When a presentation is in the Recycle Bin, it is no longer available to users in
any of the applications.
To move presentations to the Recycle Bin, select the check box next to each item you want
to remove and click Delete.
Alternatively, you can move a presentation to the Recycle Bin by clicking Delete on its
properties page or by selecting the check box next to it and dragging it to the Recycle Bin.
Caution:
Before you move a presentation to the Recycle Bin, ensure there are not any shortcuts
associated with it. Otherwise, the shortcuts will not work. Also, reporting data is no
longer available for a presentation once it is sent to the Recycle Bin. However, once you
restore the presentation, the reporting data is available again.
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Restore a presentation in the Recycle Bin
To restore a presentation, click Recycle Bin in the Content (Folder) view, select the check box
next to the presentation, and click Restore.

The system restores the deleted presentation to its original location and is once again
available to users.

Delete presentations in the Recycle Bin
Once presentations are in the Recycle Bin, you can remove them from the Mediasite by
deleting them.
To delete a presentation from the Mediasite, click Recycle Bin in the Content view, select
the check box next to the presentation, and click Delete. To remove all items in the Recycle
Bin, click Empty Recycle Bin.
Caution:
Once you delete a presentation from the Mediasite, it cannot be recovered and all
reporting data for it is permanently deleted. To avoid losing important information,
back-up your presentations frequently.
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PREPARING PRESENTATIONS
To broadcast presentations live or publish them to the Mediasite for on-demand
playback, you must first add them on the Mediasite. Add new presentations as needed or
add presentations using a user-defined schedule. When schedules are used, some or all
of the recording process can be automated.
In addition to adding presentations, you must add presenters and players. In Mediasite,
a presenter is the person whose name, image, and email address are associated with the
presentation in the database, the catalogs, and the Mediasite Player. You can add a new
presenter or you can import a user in a directory integrated with Mediasite as a
presenter. Players determine the appearance of presentations when they are streamed
live or played back as on-demand or portable presentations. You can customize Players
to reflect unique branding with custom images and banners or by adjusting the
appearance and functionality to meet your organization’s needs.
In this chapter, we describe how to add presentations, presenters, and players. We also
describe how to create and manage schedules.

ADDING

PRESENTATIONS

You can add presentations for recording later or add presentations using pre-recorded
MP4 and WMV video files. When you add a presentation for recording later, it can be
made available to your audience as a live broadcast and for on-demand viewing.
When a template is present in a folder, new presentations added in the folder are prefilled with its settings, thus reducing the time and effort required. Templates define how
presentations are created, published and the media format types available. You only
need to specify the Name, Description, Record Date, Record Time, and Duration. However, you
can modify all settings if you choose.
If templates have not been created, you must fill in all settings each time you add a new
presentation.
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To add a presentation:
1.

Click Content and navigate to the folder in which you want to add the presentation.
Right-click folder and select Add Presentation.

2.

If you want to change the template being used, click Change Template. Selecting a new
template will overwrite all data except for the Title, Description, Tags, and Folder fields.

3.

Click the stream options button in the lower-right corner of the stream window to
choose the presentation’s streams by adding streams individually, choosing a stream
group, or choosing a stream group and updating it (adding or removing streams,
updating encoding settings) as needed:
Add a stream: Click this option, select the input type, and choose a label for the

stream. If adding a slide stream, select the slide encoding setting. Click Add Stream.
Repeat for each stream you want to add. Once you have added all the streams,
choose the media type for the video streams.
Select a different Stream Group: Click to select the stream group you want to use for

the presentation. The settings, labels, and media types are already selected for each
stream but you can update these settings as needed.

Add new presentation, add streams individually
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Add new presentation, select stream group

When selecting a stream group or adding streams individually, consider the
following:


The streams you select will determine which server groups are
associated with your presentation.



If you have multiple video streams, by default, the audio will be synced
to play back from the lowest number video stream. For example, if you
choose Video 2 and Video 3, the audio will be synced with Video 2 on
playback. However, you can synchronize the audio with a different
video stream, for example a video stream featuring the presenter talking,
by selecting it from the drop-down list. This change can also be made
after the presentation has been recorded.



To create audio-only presentations, you must select an audio-only
stream group. Note that when you record an audio-only presentation,
the Recorder will capture the video and allow you to monitor the
recording sessions and preview the final presentation. However, the
video will not be available for playback in Mediasite Player.



Once a stream group has been added to a template or presentation, you
can enable OCR detection on video and slide streams and slide
generation on video streams. When slide generation is enabled on a
video stream, Mediasite automatically generates slides from the video
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stream. In on-demand presentations, the generated slides are used in
place of secondary video streams on mobile devices and are used in seek
player views when using the MultiView Player. You will enable OCR
detection to extract text from slides. When a presentation with OCR
detection enabled is published to Mediasite, OCR detection is
automatically done for its slides. OCR detection allows users to search a
presentation's slide text by entering key words or phrases. Users can
then use the search results to view the presentation at the times where
the search term is found. In cases where OCR detection fails, Mediasite
allows you to resubmit OCR detection.
4.

Specify the remaining presentation settings as needed:
Publishing Options: Select how you want the Mediasite to handle presentations once

they have been recorded from the drop-down list:


Auto publish and make Viewable: Select to have the recorded presentation

automatically published to the Mediasite and made available for viewing.


Auto publish and make Private: Select to have the recorded presentation

automatically published to the Mediasite. However, the presentation will not be
available for viewing by other users. You will have to update the presentation's
status later to make it available for viewing.


Manual publish and make Viewable: Select to publish the recorded presentation

manually to the Mediasite using the Recorder. Once the presentation is
published, it will be made available for viewing.


Manual publish and make Private: Select to publish the recorded presentation

manually to the Mediasite using the Recorder. Once the presentation is
uploaded, only you can view it. It will not be available for viewing by other
users. You will have to update the presentation's status later to make it available
for viewing.
Date/Time/Duration: Specify the date and time, including the time zone, the presentation

will be recorded and its duration. Entering the presentation's record date, time, and
duration does not limit you to starting and ending the presentation at the specified
date and times.
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Add new presentation, general settings
5.

On the Information tab, specify the following settings.
Title: Enter a descriptive name for the presentation so that you and other users will be

able to identify it easily.

Description: Enter a short description for the presentation. Descriptions can be

searched in catalogs later.

Tags: Enter the tags that you want associated with this presentation. For example, if

this presentation will be used for a computer science class titled "CS150: Components
and Design Techniques for Digital Systems," you might want to include the
following tags: CS 150, digital design, computer science.
Presenters: Click Add New or Existing Presenters to add presenters. Use the search

feature to find presenters that have already been added on the Mediasite.

For detailed instructions on adding presenters, see ―Adding presenters‖ on page 46.
Links: Add hyperlinks to your presentation that will allow your audience to view

other websites or online documents. To add a link, click in the field and enter the
link's name as it will appear in the Player and the URL for the document or website
to which the link will point. Click Add.
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Category: Click Add Category and select a category from the drop down-list. You can

select multiple categories.

If a presentation is published to YouTube, and a presentation's assigned category matches
one of YouTube's categories, the uploaded video will be placed into that YouTube
category. For more information, see ―Publishing to YouTube™ and Apple® iTunes® U ‖
on page 124.
Modules: Click Add Module and select a module.

A module is a Mediasite resource that serves as an advanced integration point. Modules
can be used to integrate Learning Management Systems (LMS) when a module in
Mediasite maps to a course in the LMS. Mediasite Building Block for Blackboard for 7.0.9
and later supports modules. For more information, see the Blackboard Building Block User
Guide or contact Sonic Foundry's Advanced Integration Services Team.

Add new presentation, Information tab

6.
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Click the Player tab to specify the player used for the presentation as well as the
features available in the player:
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Player: Select a player from the drop-down list. Use the search feature as needed to

locate the player you are seeking. If you want to add and select a new player, click
Quick Add and specify the player’s details. Click Save.
Maximum Connections: Enter a number if you would like your presentation to only be

viewable to a certain number of concurrent viewers. The default value is unlimited
connections.

Use Q & A Forum: Select this check box to allow audience members to ask questions

during live and on-demand presentations using the Mediasite Player.

When a user is assigned moderate permissions for a presentation, questions will be
forwarded to the email address associated with their valid user profile unless the user
opts out of moderator emails or provides an alternate moderator email address. Users can
opt out of moderator emails or provide an alternative email address as part of their user
profile settings.
Enable Presentation Sharing on Player: Select this check box to allow users to share this

presentation using the Player.

Favor Smooth Streaming Playback When Available: Select this check box to have the

Player choose smooth streaming first, instead of MP4 when playing back this
presentation on-demand.

Add Post Presentation Link: Select this check box to add a link, for example a web-

based survey, at the end of your presentation. Enter the survey URL and message.
Enable Polls: Select this check box to use polls in the presentation. Polls allow you to

interact with your audience during a presentation and receive direct feedback.
Polls: Select the type of polls you want to use in your presentations:



Use Mediasite Polls: Select this option to add polls to your presentations using

Mediasite.


Link to External Polls: Select this option and then enter the URL for your third-

party poll.
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Add new presentation, Player tab
7.

Click the Delivery tab to specify the following settings:
Audio Transcriptions: Select this check box to enable captioning for this presentation.

Select the appropriate audio transcription profile from the drop-down list. The audio
transcription profile contains the credentials needed to connect to your automated
captioning provider. You must already have an existing account with valid
credentials. Once you add the presentation, you will have the option of uploading
files manually.
Sonic Foundry does not provide SAMI, SRT, or DFXP files or tools for authoring them.
For more information, see ―Add closed captions‖ on page 110.
Live: Select this check box to broadcast this presentation live.
Podcast: Select this check box to enable podcasting. Select the quality (encoding rate)

from the drop-down list. The higher the rate at which the MP3 files are encoded the
higher the quality during playback. However, this also increases the size of the file.

Mediasite provides the option to publish podcasts to iTunes U. For more information, see
―Publishing to YouTube™ and Apple® iTunes® U‖ on page 124.
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Video podcast (composite): Select this check box to enable video podcasting. Select a

video podcast project from the drop-down list.

Mediasite provides the option to publish video podcasts to YouTube and iTunes U.
Video podcasts are available only on Mediasites with the Mediasite Vodcast license. For
more information, see ―Publishing to YouTube™ and Apple® iTunes® U‖ on page 124.
Publish to Go: Select this check box to enable the publishing of self-contained

presentations that do not require a network connection to the Mediasite and a media
server for viewing. The servers listed on this will be updated to include the Publish
to Go Server.
Servers: Verify the servers listed are the ones you want. If they are not, click Wrong

servers? Select a different Server Group and locate the server group you want to use.

Add new presentation, Delivery tab

8.

Click Save. You can now record the presentation or upload a video file to it by
clicking Upload New Video.

Once you add a presentation, you can enhance it by choosing its publishing options
and adding additional content to it—links, polls, and closed captions. For more
information, see ―Publishing presentations‖ on page 89, ―Add polls to a presentation‖
on page 104 and ―Adding additional content to presentations‖ on page 109.
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ADDING

PRESENTERS

In the strictest sense, a presenter is the person who is speaking in your presentation. In
Mediasite, a presenter is the person whose name, image, and email address are
associated with the presentation in the database, the catalogs, and the Mediasite Player.
You can add a new presenter or you can import a user in a directory integrated with
Mediasite as a presenter.
You can also add presenters dynamically when you create or update a template,
presentation, or schedule. Presenters have no explicit security associated with them. A
user with write permissions on a presentation, schedule, or template can always add,
modify (update presenters’ properties and images), and delete presenters used in that
item.
Presenter images are always shared when a presenter is used inside a presentation,
schedule, or template. In some instances, presenters may be duplicated. However,
duplicate presenters can always be merged later.
For more information on merging presenters, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
Before you can upload presenter images to the Portal, you must install Microsoft
Silverlight 3.0 or later. If you have not installed Silverlight, you will be prompted to
install it. You only have to install this software on your computer once.

Add new presenter
To add a new presenter:
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1.

Click Publishing > Presenters > Add New > Presenter.

2.

Enter the presenter’s name, biography page URL, and email address as well as any
additional information you want your audience to know about the presenter. Only
the presenter’s name is required.

3.

To add an image for the presenter, click Select and locate the file with the image you
want to use. Once the image uploads, you will see a preview of it. To remove the
image, click Remove. The default presenter image replaces the removed image.

4.

Click Save. To update a presenter’s information at any time, click the presenter’s
name and update the settings as needed.

PREPARING PRESENTATIONS

Add new presenter

Import presenter from a directory
You can search the Mediasite Directory or an external directory and add users in them as
presenters on the Mediasite. This allows you to quickly add multiple presenters with
minimal configuration. When you add a presenter from an external directory, it inherits
the corresponding user’s name and email address.
To add a user in a directory as a presenter:
1.

Click Publishing > Presenters > Import from Directory.

2.

Specify the search criteria for the user:
Directory: Choose the directory you want to search from the drop-down list.
Scope: Select where in the specified directory location you want to search:



Base: Searches only the directory location.



OneLevel: Searches the directory location and the nodes that are children of this

location.


Subtree: Searches the entire tree structure with the root of the tree being the

directory location.
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Name: Select how you want to search for a name in the directory from the drop-down

list: Starts with, Is exactly, or Contains and enter the name in the adjacent field. If you
want to display all names in the directory, keep the field blank.
3.

Click Search to begin searching the directory. The entries fitting the search criteria
will appear below.

4.

Select the check box next to each item you want to add as a role and click Save. The
selected users are added as presenters to the Mediasite with their email address
fields already populated.

Import presenters from connected directory

You must have permissions to search directories in order to import presenters from
them. For more information, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
Once you import a presenter from a directory, you can add an image and biography
page URL in the same manner described for a new presenter.

ADDING PLAYERS
Players determine the appearance of presentations when they users view them live or as
on-demand or portable presentations. You can customize Players to reflect unique
branding with custom images and banners or by adjusting the appearance and
functionality to meet your organization’s needs. All Players support closed-captioning
and customizable links for graphics and default Player slides, and include playback
speed controls for on-demand presentations.
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Player layouts
There are three types of Player layouts: Mediasite Classic, Mediasite, and Mediasite
MultiView. Classic players have set sizes and don’t increase the content to fill the
window as you make it larger. In Mediasite players, the content adjusts to fit the size of
the window. The MultiView player allows for multiple video streams and it auto-adjusts
based on window size, aspect ratio, and layout. With all player layouts, there are
different display options available while viewing a presentation.
You can use all player layouts on all supported platforms. However, if Silverlight is not
installed on the end user’s machine, then only Classic layouts can be used to play WMV
files in Firefox, using the Port 25 plugin. In addition, your choice of Player does not affect
reporting.
There are eleven (11) Mediasite Classic layouts, three (3) Mediasite layouts, and a single
(1) Mediasite MultiView layout:
Mediasite Classic Layouts

Mediasite/MultiView Layouts



Large Video, Very Small Slides



Full Experience



Small Video, Small Slides,



Picture in Picture (PiP)



Small Video, Small Slides (3 Banners)



Mini Player



Standard Video, No Slides





MultiView

Standard Video, Standard Slides



Standard Video, Widescreen Slides



Very Large Video, No Slides



Very Small Video, Large Slides



Widescreen Video, No Slides



Wide Screen Video, Small Slides (3 Banners)



Widescreen Video, Standard Slides

In Classic players, some encoding settings record presentations with 240x180 video
dimensions. You can play these presentations back in Players that use a 320 x 240 video
display, however, a black border frames the video.

Playback requirements
Mediasite supports live streaming, on-demand presentation playback, and catalog
browsing on desktops, laptops, and mobile devices.
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Microsoft® Windows


Windows 8, Windows 2008 R2, Windows 2008, Windows 7, or Windows Vista



Internet Explorer 7.0* or later (including Internet Explorer 10 and 11 on Windows 8),
Firefox®, or Google™ Chrome



Windows Media Player 9.0 or later



Adobe Flash for Smooth Streaming playback in Chrome; Microsoft Silverlight 5 for
Smooth Streaming playback in other browsers



Broadband Internet or Wi-Fi connection

Internet Explorer 8 or later for the MultiView Player; Internet Explorer 7 or later for the
Full Experience and Classic Players
Apple Mac® OS


Apple Mac OS X 10.5.7 or later



Apple Safari or Firefox or Chrome



Adobe Flash for Smooth Streaming playback in Chrome; Microsoft Silverlight 5 for
Smooth Streaming playback in other browsers



Broadband Internet or Wi-Fi connection

iPad® requirements


iPad (2nd generation or later)



iOS 6.1 or later



Apple Mobile Safari™



Wi-Fi or cellular data (3G or higher) connection

iPhone®/iPod® requirements
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iPhone 4 or later, iPod Touch (4th generation or later)



iOS 6.1 or later



Apple Mobile Safari



Mediasite Mobile App (free download available from the Apple® App Store)



Wi-Fi or cellular data (3G or higher) connection

PREPARING PRESENTATIONS

Android (on-demand playback only)


Android 4.0 or later



Chrome browser



Wi-Fi or cellular data (3G or higher) connection

Microsoft Surface and Windows RT tablets (on-demand MP4 playback only)


Windows 8 or 8.1



Internet Explorer 10.0 or later



Wi-Fi connection

BlackBerry® (on-demand playback only)


BlackBerry OS 10.0 or later



PlayBooks™ for QNX devices



BlackBerry browser



Wi-Fi or cellular data (3G or higher) connection

Linux® (on-demand playback only)




OpenSUSE 11.0 or Ubuntu with the following:
o

FFmpeg plugin

o

Chromium web browser

Broadband Internet or Wi-Fi connection

Mediasite no longer supports playback of Windows Media Format on the Linux
platform. Instead, Mediasite supports on-demand presentation playback of H.264
content packaged as MP4. You will need to install the codecs required for H.264 content
playback.
In addition, you must use a browser that supports H.264 codecs with the HTML 5 media
element. For more information, see KBA 3323 on the Customer Assurance Portal at
www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
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Embeddable Players
Players created using the Mediasite—Picture-in-Picture and the Mediasite—Mini Player layouts
are intended to be used as embedded Players.
Here are a few things to consider when using embedded Mediasite Players:
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Embedded Players always stretch to fit the size of the window.



Embedded Players have a pop-out button that when clicked launches the
presentation in a separate window using a full Player layout. Typically,
embedded Players will occupy a small space on the web page where it is
embedded, which affects the video’s clarity during playback, so being able to
watch the presentation in a larger window is helpful.



A presentation using an embedded Player layout should always be watched on
the page where it is embedded or launched in another window using the pop-out
button. We do not recommend using a direct link to launch this type of
presentation because the Player will stretch to fit the window, which will
significantly affect the playback experience.



Mediasite security can be used with embedded Players. A login prompt is
displayed for a secured presentation if a cookie is not found. The login prompt
appears within the embedded frame in the web page overlaying the Player.



The full Player layout launched using the pop-out button doesn't interact with
the original player. For example, if you view a presentation to 1:10 in the
embeddable player, the pop-out Player will start at that time (1:10). However, if
you continue viewing the presentation to 3:00 in the pop-out player and then
pause it and return to the original player, the original player will still be paused
at 1:10. You must reload the original player to have it start at 3:00, which is the
bookmark set by the pop-out player.



By default, embedded Players do not start playing presentations automatically.
When embedding presentations using these Players, you must explicitly pass the
autostart=true command on the query string in the embed code to enable auto
start.



The share presentation button is not visible in embedded Players since direct
links to presentations using them are not recommended.



The embed code accepts Mediasite tickets obtained from EDAS (auth tickets and
login tickets) on query string.
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Embedded code examples
Below are some examples of code that can be used to embed a presentation using an
embeddable Player layout in a web page:
Simple embedding (Embedding code generated using the Share button):

<iframe width="320" height="240" frameborder="0" scrolling="auto" marginheight="0"
marginwidth="0" src=" http://mymediasiteserver/mymediasite/Play/presentation_id
"></iframe>
Embedding with autostart set to true:

<div style="text-align:center;"> <iframe src="
http://mymediasiteserver/mymediasite/Play/presentation_id?autostart=true" frameborder="0"
width="400" scrolling="no" height="224"></iframe> </div>
Embedding with login ticket (assumes ticket is obtained through an EDAS call):

<div style="text-align:center;"> <iframe src="
http://mymediasiteserver/mymediasite/Play/presentation_id?IdentityTicket=ticket_id "
frameborder="0" width="400" scrolling="no" height="224"></iframe> </div>
Embedding with auth ticket (assumes ticket is obtained through an EDAS call):

<div style="text-align:center;"> <iframe src="
http://mymediasiteserver/mymediasite/Play/presentation_id?authTicket=ticket_id "
frameborder="0" width="400" scrolling="no" height="224"></iframe> </div>
You can modify the width and height settings to whatever makes sense for the page
where you are embedding the Player. Also, you must adjust the URL to match your
server (mymediasiteserver), Mediasite virtual directory (mymediasite), presentation id
(presentation_id) and ticket id (ticket_id).
For more information on Player override strings, see KBA 3781 available on the Customer
Assurance Portal at: www.sonicfoundry.com/support.

Player layout settings
You can create your own custom Players by choosing a layout (size or availability of
media elements (video streams and slides), selecting the options available, and updating
the graphics used by that layout. The player layout settings vary by player type and
layout. The following lists contain some of the settings you may find when updating
your Player.
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Mediasite MultiView Player general and layout settings


Allow pop-out: Select when the Multi-View player should have a pop-out option

for users: When embedded, Never, or Always. By default, users will have the option
to pop-out the Player whenever it is embedded in a web page.


Show header banner: Clear this check box if you don’t want a banner image

displayed across the top of the player.


Primary content side: Select which side the larger media element will be on.



Content spacing: Select how you want the content spaced out in the player, that is,

how close the media elements are to each other and the edge of the player. For
example, when None is selected, all media elements touch and go to the edge of
the player.


Force balanced content layout: Select this check box to have the player

automatically adjust the heights and widths of the media elements so that they
match and balance the layout.

Mediasite MultiView Player (General and Content Layout Settings)

Mediasite Player general layout settings


Theme: Select the colors that will be used for the Player: Default: black background,
white text or White background, dark blue text.



Show header banner: Clear this check box if you don’t want a banner image

displayed across the top of the player.


Show Mediasite branding: Clear this check box if you don’t want any Mediasite

logos displayed in the player.
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Pop-out player: Select the player displayed and/or behavior when the pop-out

button is clicked in a Mini or PiP player:
o

Full Experience Layout (default): Use the Full Experience player when the

player is launched in a separate browser window using the pop-out
button.
o

Automatic: Use the player selected for the presentation when the player is

launched in a separate browser window using the pop-out button.
o

Disabled: Disable the pop-out player feature.



Show title information bar: Clear this check box to hide the title in the PiP player.



Show Title Logo image: Clear this check box to hide the logo image that appears in

the title information bar.


Show Top Banner for Pop-Out Player: Clear this check box to hide the top out

banner when using the Full Experience layout for the pop-out player.

Mediasite Player—PiP (General Layout Settings)

Mediasite Player content layout settings


Primary Content: Select which content will be in the larger window: Slide or Video.



Initial Content Layout: Choose the layout users will see when they first open a

presentation using the ―Mediasite—Full Experience‖ layout: Side by Side, Full
Frame, or PiP.


Video Position: Select the default position of the video window from the drop-

down list: Right or Left.


Picture in Picture (PiP) Size: Select the size of the PiP window: Small or Standard.
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Side by Side Secondary Content Size: Select the size of the secondary content

window relative to the primary content window: small, medium, large, or equal
height.


Video Aspect Ratio: Select the ratio of the video frame’s width to its height: 4:3 or
16:9.



Slide Aspect Ratio: Select the ratio of the slide image’s width to its height: 4:3 or
16:9. Once you update the slide aspect ratio, make sure to update the default

graphic images provided to ensure they display properly.


Slide Carousel Size: Select the size of the slide navigation window: Small, Medium,

or Large.


PiP Position: Choose the PiP window’s position: Bottom Right, Bottom Left, Top Left,
Top Right, or Hidden.



Slide Navigation: Clear if you don’t want to allow users to navigate the

presentations in the Player using the slides. The slide carousel (navigation
window) will not be available in the player. This feature requires video seeking
be enabled.


Layout Controls: Clear if you don’t want to display controls (Swap video and

slides, change layout style) that allow users to change the Player layout (position
of windows) while viewing presentations.

Mediasite Player—Full Experience (Content Layout Settings)
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Mediasite Classic Player layout settings:


Hide Presentation Date and Time: Select this check box if you do not want to

display the presentation’s date and time along with its title, description,
presenter, and length in the Player’s Info tab.


Do Not Show End Slide Graphic: Select this check box to display the last slide in

your presentation instead of the default slide graphic when your presentation
ends.


Media Player Position: Select the position of the video window: Top Left, Top Right,
Bottom Right, or Bottom Left.

Classic Player—Standard Video, Standard Sides (Layout settings)

Player features
You can customize the features, which vary by layout, available in Mediasite players. By
default, all features are enabled so you will clear the check box to disable a feature.
The following lists contain some of the settings you may find when updating your
Player.
Playback controls


Control bar/Control bar and buttons: Clear check box if you want to hide all buttons

(play, pause, stop, navigation controls, polls, questions, etc.), on the bottom of
the player.


Play/Pause/Stop: Clear check box to hide the play, pause, and stop buttons. The

presentation will start automatically when a user launches it in the player.


Video seeking: Clear check box to disable users’ ability to navigate through the

presentation using the controls. All the controls used to skip around in the
presentation are disabled (timeline cursor) or hidden (skip back, search
slides/captions).
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Skip back (quick review): Clear check box to hide the skipback button that allows

users to go back in the presentation in 2 second intervals.


Speed control: Clear check box to hide the Adjust Playback Rate button that allows

users to increase or decrease the playback speed of the presentation.


Volume control: Clear check box to hide the Volume control button.

Mediasite Player—Full Experience (Playback controls settings)

Interactivity settings and presentation information


Show presentation status: Clear check box if you don’t want the presentation’s

status shown in the Mini Player.


Video quality indicator: This feature is enabled by default. Clear check box if you

don’t want to display bar graph that shows which video streams are being used.
This feature is only available for presentations with smooth streaming content.


Presentation Info: Clear check box to hide the Presentation Information button that

allows users to view the presentation’s date and time along with its title,
description, presenter, and length in the Player’s Info tab.


Presentation publish date and time: Clear check box if you don’t want to include

information listing when a presentation was first published to Mediasite.


Search: Clear check box to hide the buttons (search slides, search captions) that

allow users to search for word phrases in the presentations slides (OCR) and
added closed captions.


Closed captions: Clear check box to hide the Closed Captions button that allows

users to display and hide closed captions added to an on-demand presentation.
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Polls: Clear check box to hide the Polls button that users can use to answer polls

that have been added to a presentation.


Ask a question: Clear check box to hide the Ask button that users can use to ask

the presenter questions.


Share presentation: Clear check box to hide the Share button that allows users to

share the presentation’s link with others.


Links: Clear check box to hide the Link button that users can use to view added

links to supplementary materials.


Chapters: Clear check box to hide the Chapters button that allows users to search

through a presentation with chapters added.


Help: Clear check box to hide the Help button that users can use to view the

bundled help included with the Player.

Mediasite MultiView Player (Interactivity and presentation information)

Add Player
To add a Player:
1.

Click Content and navigate to the folder in which you want to add the presentation.

2.

Right-click folder and select Add New > Player and specify the details:
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Name: Enter a name for the Player that will distinguish it from existing ones.
Alternate Name: Give the player a user-friendly name, which is useful if you want to

provide your users with links to the same presentation using different players
without creating a shortcut.

For example, if you create a player with the alternate name, "myplayer," you would
append the URL for the original presentation with ?player=myplayer so users can view
the presentation using this player.
Description: Enter a short description of the Player.
Layout: Click to select one of the pre-defined layouts.

Add player, general details

3.

Adjust the layout, functionality, graphics, and security settings as needed. The
settings available will vary by layout.
For a detailed description of the layout and functionality settings, see ―Player layout
settings‖ on page 53 and ―Player features‖ on page Error! Bookmark not defined..

4.
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To update an image, click Select and locate the file with the image you want to use.
The new image must use the same dimensions as the original graphic to display
correctly in the Player. To link the image to a web address, enter a URL. When a user
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clicks on the banner image in the Player, the specified web address will load in
another browser window. Click Save.

Graphics: Mediasite—Full Experience

You will lose your images if you change the layout after customizing your banners . Also,
before you can upload images for a Player to the Portal, you must install Microsoft
Silverlight 5.0 or later. If you have not installed Silverlight, you will be prompted to install
it. You only have to install the software on your computer once.

SCHEDULING

PRESENTATIONS

You can automate the recording and publishing process using Mediasite scheduling. The
Recorder can automatically record and publish presentations based on a schedule. You
will use Management Portal to create schedules. The Scheduler, which runs on the
Recorder, will then retrieve schedules assigned to it and will create, record, and publish
presentations using the settings and recurrence pattern defined in each schedule. When
the recording process is fully automated, the Scheduler manages the following tasks for
each schedule: presentation creation, recording sessions, and notifications for recording
sessions.
Schedules

Schedules determine which features are available in the presentations created by the
Scheduler, when and how frequently new presentations are created, which Recorder is
used, and how much of the recording process is automated.
Once you create a schedule, you can update its recurrence details as needed—you can
add new recurrences as well as update or delete existing recurrences. For example, if you
have a schedule that is set to record a 1 hour presentation at 1PM every day but one day
you discover the class will start 15 minutes late. You can go into the schedule for this
class and go and cancel the event for that day. You can then add a new one-time
recurrence for that day, starting at 1:15 PM, to the schedule.
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Once you update a schedule’s recurrence details in Management Portal, it is important to
sync the Recorder to ensure the updates take effect. This is especially important when
you make updates very close to the time that a presentation using that recurrence is
scheduled for recording.
You can also delete individual scheduled events (exclude dates) separately from other
events in a schedule. This is useful, for example, if you know that on certain days that
you will need to cancel presentations in a schedule but don’t want to change the
remaining events.
In Management Portal, you can identify presentations associated with schedules because
the presentation status icons for them include a calendar image. Clicking the presentation
status icon will open the schedule associated with it.
Scheduler tasks
When a schedule is created, the Scheduler does not create new presentations
immediately. Instead the Scheduler creates presentations as specified in the schedule –
either a few days or hours prior to recording. In the case of on-demand presentations, the
Scheduler creates and opens them on the Recorder just in time for recording and once the
presentation is recorded, it is then made available on the Mediasite. This reduces the
number of presentations being created on the Mediasite that are not available for
viewing.
When it is time to record a presentation, depending on the schedule’s settings, the
Scheduler will open it on the Recorder and begin recording. Additionally, when new
presentations are created on the Mediasite, the Scheduler sends email notifications to the
email addresses specified in the schedule.

Check a Recorder’s availability
Before you add a new schedule, verify the Recorder you want to use is available for the
dates and times you need to record presentations using the Calendar view.
You will use the Calendar view to check on the availability of a specific Recorder over a
week's span. You can also view a schedule or presentation's summary, edit it, quickly
add a similar schedule or presentation using the Add Like feature, and delete it.
To view schedules in the recording calendar:
1.
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Click Content > Calendar. From the Show times in drop-down list, select the time zone
you will use to view scheduled events.
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2.

Select a Recorder from the Show Schedules drop-down list or select All Schedules to see
the schedules for all Recorders.

3.

Clear the Busy check box if you don’t want to see schedules for Recorders that are
recording during the time period you want.

4.

Clear the Show Presentations check box if you only want to display schedules and not
individual presentations. When this feature is enabled you can filter the
presentations by status.

5.

Navigate to the date you want in the calendar and click the time slot where you want
to add a schedule.

Recording Calendar

Add schedule
When adding a schedule, you can add multiple recurrences to it. For example, if you
want to use the Scheduler to record a class that has lectures on Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 9AM and labs on Mondays and Wednesdays at 3 PM, you don’t need to create two
separate schedules. Instead you can create a single schedule and add two recurrences to
it, one for the lectures and one for the labs. For each recurrence, you will specify the start
time, duration, start and end dates, and how often (daily, weekly, etc.) the event occurs.
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When a template is present in a folder, new schedules added in the folder are pre-filled
with its settings, thus reducing the time and effort required. Templates define how
presentations are created, published and the media format types available. You only
need to specify the Name, Description, Record Date, Record Time, and Duration. However, you
can modify all settings if you choose.
If templates have not been created, you must fill in all settings each time you add a new
schedule.
To add a schedule:
1.

Click Content and navigate to the folder where you want to add the schedule.

2.

Right-click folder and select Add Schedule. Alternatively, you can click a time slot in
the Calendar or Availability view to initiate this task. Recurring presentations created
using the schedule will be added to the same folder specified in the schedule.

3.

If you want to change the template being used, click Change Template. Selecting a new
template will overwrite all data except for the Title, Description, Tags, and Folder fields.

4.

Enter a title and description for the schedule and specify the stream group, general
presentation, information, delivery, and player settings as described when adding a
new presentation.
See ―Adding presentations‖ on page 37 for detailed information on the settings listed
above.

Add schedule
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5.

Click Add Recurrence to update the default recurrence details if they do not meet your
scheduling needs. The Recurrence Details dialog appears.

6.

Specify the recurrence details for the schedule:
Start Date: Specify the date and time of the first scheduled presentation. When "start

recording" is among the selected operations, the Recorder will start recording the
presentation at this time.

End Date: By default, Never is selected. Select the calendar radio button and specify

the date the Scheduler will stop creating presentations.

To avoid creating presentations you do not need, you should always specify an end
date.
Duration: Enter the length of the presentation. When Create, open, start, and stop

recording is the selected operation, the Recorder will stop recording after this time

period has passed.

Repeats: Select how often the selected operations should be done: One Time Only, Daily,
Weekly, Monthly, or Yearly. Other options become available based on the item selected

in this drop-down list. Select the appropriate settings for your schedule.
7.

Click Save to exit the dialog and add your recurrence settings to the schedule.

Weekly recurrence
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8.

Click Schedule Options to specify the scheduling details:
Presentation Naming: Select the convention for naming presentations: {Name}

{Incremental Number}, for example Chemistry Lecture_1, or {Name}{Record Date}, for

example, Chemistry Lecture_ 10/11/2014. When using incremental numbers, you must
also select the starting number.
Automatically delete schedule once it has ended: Select the check box to remove the

finished schedule from the Mediasite automatically after the end date is reached.

Schedule Options
Recorder Operation: Select the tasks you want automated from the drop-down list:



Manually generate presentations: Select this option to create a ―place-holder‖

schedule that is not associated with a Recorder. This option is useful when you
know the dates and times for your recurring presentations but have not finalized
the Recorder assignments.
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Create and open: The Scheduler creates presentations and opens them for

recording on the Recorder at the specified record and date time. You must start
recording these presentations manually.


Create, open and start recording: The Scheduler creates presentations, opens them

on Recorder, and starts recording at the specified record date and time. You must
stop recording these presentations manually.


Create, open, start and stop recording: The Scheduler creates presentations, opens

them on the Recorder, starts recording at the specified record date and time, and
stops recording after the specified duration is reached.
Recorder: Choose a Recorder from the drop-down list.

When you select Manually generate presentations for a schedule, you will create the
schedule's presentations, on its properties page, in order for them to be available for
recording.
Also, because this schedule is not associated with a Recorder, its events are not
visible in the recording calendar. Instead they are only shown on the schedule's
properties page. You can always update the schedule's automated tasks and
associate it with a Recorder at a later date.
For more information, see ―Create presentations for schedules without a Recorder‖
on page 71.
If the recurrence details you selected earlier conflict with those for another schedule
on the Recorder, an error message appears and you must update them or choose
another Recorder.
Create in Advance: Enter the amount of time, in days and hours a presentation should

be created prior to its scheduled record date and time.

Load in Advance: Enter the amount of time (in minutes) a presentation should be

loaded on the selected Recorder prior to its scheduled record date and time. When
this value is set to 0, presentations are loaded just in time for recording.
Sender’s Email Address: Enter the email address that will be used to send out

notifications when a new presentation is created.

Invitees: Enter the email addresses for the people to whom notifications will be sent

when a new presentation is created. Enter only one address per line.
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Notify presenter(s) on presentation creation: Select the check box to send the recurring

presentation’s primary presenter a notification email each time a presentation is
created by the Scheduler.

Email notifications are sent out using the email server and address specified when
the Mediasite was deployed. The email server and address as well as the default
content in emails can be updated. For more information, see the Mediasite Enterprise
Video Platform Deployment Guide and the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
9.

Click Folder Overrides and select the Override Folder Permissions for New Presentations
check box to assign permissions to the presentations created using this schedule that
will override their parent folder's permissions.

Folder override permissions

10. Assign permissions as needed and specify the following:
Enable Review/Edit/Approve Workflow: Select this check box to include presentations

created using this schedule in the content approval workflow. When this feature is
enabled, users (with the appropriate permissions) can take presentations through an
iterative review, edit, and approval process before making them available to an
audience.
Merge with existing permissions: Click to choose how you want folder permissions over-

ridden, merged or replaced:
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Merge with existing permissions: Select to have only assigned permissioned

updated. For example, if you leave the Write check box empty, the write
permissions for the selected items will remain the same.


Replace permissions: Select to update all permissions with new values. Unassigned

permissions will replace the current corresponding permissions so that they
become unassigned.

11. Click Save. The new schedule is now available on the Schedules page. When the
Scheduler creates new presentations for this schedule, they are listed in the folder
and on the schedule’s properties page.

Import schedules
You can import schedules by uploading an XML file containing schedule and recurrence
details, in the appropriate format, to the Mediasite. Importing schedules is useful when
you have a large number of schedules to create.
Create schedules details XML file
Before you can import schedules, you have to convert your class schedule information
into an XML file that uses a pre-defined format. This file can contain multiple schedules.
To create your own file, copy the recorder_schedule_import_complete_example.xml file,
located in Management Portal’s installation directory into a new file. Update the new file
with the appropriate schedule information and recurrence details, and save it to a
location that is accessible from the Mediasite. You will find additional recurrence
examples—one-time only, daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly recurrences—in the
recurrence_import_example.xml file.
The default location of the sample files is C:\Program Files\Sonic Foundry\Mediasite
Enterprise Video Platform\7_0\Manage\LocalStorage\ImportXml. The sample files are
only for reference and cannot be imported.
For more information on the schedule import options, see KBA 003781 available on the
Customer Assurance Portal at: www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
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To import a schedule:
1.

Click Content and navigate to the folder in which you want to add the schedule.
Right-click folder and select Add Schedule. Alternatively, you can click a time slot in
the Calendar or Availability view to initiate this task.

2.

On the Add Schedule page, click Import and specify the following:
Presentation Template: Select the template you want to use for the schedules.
Import File: Click Select a file to navigate to and choose the import file you want to

use.

Allow folder overrides in the schedule import file: Select this option if you want to specify

different folders and presentations. For example, if there are some schedules that
need to go into a different folder or use a different template, you can update them as
needed. The remaining schedules will use the folder and template selected above.
3.

Click Select to browse to and select the XML file containing that data you want to
import. Click Next.

4.

On the Confirm Schedule Creation page, click Finish. The newly created schedules are
listed in the folder.

Specify the template and import file
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Sample import schedule file

Create presentations for schedules without a Recorder
When you create a schedule that does not have a Recorder associated with it, you must
create the presentations manually for recording. Once you create the presentations they
are listed on the schedule’s properties page and in Management Portal and can be
opened for recording in the same manner as other presentations.
To create presentations for schedules not associated with a Recorder:
1.

On the schedule’s Summary page, click More > Presentations > Create Presentations. The
Create Presentations dialog appears.

2.

Click the Create Through field and use the calendar to specify an end date for creating
presentations and click Create. Presentations are created based on the schedules
recurrence up until the end date specified.
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Manually create presentations for schedules without Recorders

Delete scheduled events
When deleting a schedule’s events, you have the option of deleting a single event,
multiple events, or the entire schedule. When an event is deleted, the Scheduler does not
create the presentation(s) associated with it. This is useful if you want to exclude dates in
a schedule without creating a global exclude date, if presentations are suddenly
cancelled, or if you want to schedule a different presentation at that time. Deleted
presentations will be grayed out in the recording calendar.
To delete scheduled events:
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1.

Navigate to the scheduled event, click it, and click Delete.

2.

When the confirmation message appears, click the button that best fits which events
you want to delete:


This instance: Delete the event scheduled for that time.



All events: Delete the entire schedule.



All following: Delete all events scheduled after the selected event.
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Delete event options, availability or weekly view

Restore cancelled events
When events in a schedule are cancelled, they can be restored as long as they do not
overlap with another event that may have been scheduled in its place.
To restore a cancelled event:
1.

Navigate to the cancelled event, which will be grayed out in the grid. Click the
cancelled event to view its schedule task menu. Click Restore.

2.

When the confirmation message appears, click Yes. The cancelled event is restored.

Restore cancelled schedule event
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Considerations when scheduling presentations
When scheduling presentations, you should consider the following:
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The clocks on your Mediasite and Recorders must be synchronized. Scheduling
is not affected when Recorders and Mediasites are in different time zones since
scheduled presentation times are stored in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
However, synchronizing the machines ensures they can communicate effectively
when it is time for the Recorder to pull down a schedule from the Mediasite.



Do not leave unrecorded presentations open on your Recorders. If a presentation
is open or being recorded on a Recorder, then the Recorder is "in use" and cannot
open or record other presentations during that time. This applies only to
unrecorded presentations that are opened manually. To avoid scheduling
conflicts, recurring presentations that have been opened but not recorded will
automatically close after the specified duration has passed.



You should always allow additional time between scheduled presentations when
recording live broadcasts. There is at least a 60-second wait period after you stop
recording a live presentation. Also, in some instances, the Recorder may take
several minutes to process the presentation files after a live broadcast has ended.



The Scheduler deletes presentations created in advance when the following
updates are made to the schedule: record time, duration, start date, end date,
server group, encoding profile, live or on demand setting, recurrence pattern, or
time zone.



Updating a schedule’s Player, presenters, name, advance creation settings, etc.
does not cause presentations to be deleted. However, presentations created in
advance have to be updated manually once these changes are made.



There is a known issue in the Scheduler, in which editing the start time or
duration of a presentation created through a schedule creates a new one-time
recurrence for the presentation. However, in the Portal both the old and new
occurrence are listed in the schedule views.



When creating schedule import files, the following items are optional: Recorder
information, automated operations, notification information, live/on-demand
setting, and presenter information. The live/on-demand setting and presenter
information override the template settings.

4
IMPORTING AND EXPORTING CONTENT
Mediasite allows you to upload content created using other tools. You can create ondemand presentations by uploading video files as well as by importing media, including
TechSmith® Camtasia Relay recordings. When importing media, you have the option of
extracting slides.
Mediasite also allows you to export content as full or publish to go presentations.
Archive media

When the media type being imported or uploaded does not match the media type
specified on one of the content servers in a presentation, the media type is managed as
―archive media‖ and transcoded to the format specified on the content servers.
Mediasite supports archive media for uploading and importing of Windows Media and
MP4 formats. For example, if a media import project uses a presentation template that
has an MP4 content server and a Windows Media file is dropped into the drop box, it
will be transcoded to MP4 format. The newly created MP4 file will use the encoding
settings specified for the MP4 content server. The Windows Media file is marked as the
―archive source‖ and is not available for use within Mediasite but is maintained as a
media file associated with the presentation. Archived media follows the presentation life
cycle and Mediasite deletes it when you delete the presentation.

ADDING

A PRESENTATION USING A VIDEO FILE

When you add a video file (MP4 or WMV) to a presentation, it is available for ondemand viewing as a video-only presentation. To add slides to this presentation, you
must use Mediasite Editor (web-based or desktop).
When you add a video file to a presentation, the presentation’s server group must
include a server that serves that video type. If you want to upload a WMV file, the server
group must include a Windows Media On-Demand Server. If you want to upload an
MP4 file, there must be an IIS Progressive Download On-Demand Server.
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WMV video files using unsupported codecs may upload successfully. However, you may
experience playback problems and the Mediasite Editor may not be able to open the file.
To avoid playback issues, we recommend using .wmv files that use the following codecs:


Audio Codec: Windows Media Audio 9.*



Video Codecs: Windows Media Video 9 OR Windows Media Video 9 Advanced
Profile

When Mediasite’s Multi-Format Video Importer (MFVI) is installed, you can upload
additional file types. MFVI, which is available separately, uses libraries from the FFmpeg
project under the LGPLv2.1. For more information, see KBA3779 available on the
Customer Assurance Portal at www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
To add a presentation using a video file:
1.

Add presentations as described on page 37. On the presentation’s Summary page, click
Upload New Video.

2.

Navigate to the video file you want to upload to the presentation. Click Open. Once
the video file has finished uploading and processing, verify this is the appropriate
video. The amount of time it takes the video to upload will depend on how busy
your Mediasite is.

Upload video file to presentation

Once you upload video to a presentation, you can enhance the presentation by adding
additional content to it—links, polls, and closed captions. For more information, see ―Add
polls to a presentation‖ on page 104 and ―Adding additional content to presentations‖ on
page 109.
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When you create a presentation and then upload new media to it, it sets the visibility to
Private and changes the player to the Desktop Recorder MultiView Player.

IMPORTING

MEDIA

You can use Management Portal to import media for publishing as on-demand
presentations. To automate this process, you will create media import projects. You can
automatically import the following into Mediasite:


TechSmith’s Camtasia Relay recordings



Video files (Windows Media or MP4)



Previously exported Mediasite 5.x, 6.x, or 7.0 presentations (zipped)



5.x publish to go packages (published from Management Portal )



6.x and 7.0 publish to go packages (Recorder or Management Portal)

When Mediasite’s Multi-Format Video Importer (MFVI) is installed, you can import
additional file types. MFVI, which is available separately, uses libraries from the FFmpeg
project under the LGPLv2.1. For more information, see KBA3779 available on the
Customer Assurance Portal at www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
Presentations published using imported media are placed in Mediasite folders (using the
information obtained from templates) and can be played back in the Mediasite Player.
Before you add a media import project, you can optionally create a new template and
select it for this project. For instructions on creating templates, see the Mediasite
Configuration Guide.
By default, media import is not enabled for hosting customers since it requires a FTP or
SFTP site to work. Sonic Foundry does not provide FTP or SFTP services for hosting
customers. If you are unable to set up your own FTP or SFTP server, contact our hosting
administrators for an alternative solution on the Customer Assurance Portal at
www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
Automatic import of Camtasia Relay recordings

Mediasite and Camtasia Relay 3.0 together provide an end to end workflow for recording
user generated content using the Relay Recorder and automatically publishing it to
Mediasite. This integrated workflow requires setting up an SFTP/FTP drop box location
as a bridge between the two systems.
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Before you create an import media project using Management Portal, you must configure
the Camtasia Relay server for use with Mediasite. First you will set up a publishing
destination that includes the FTP location (SFTP/FTP drop box location) where Camtasia
will publish content and from where Mediasite will retrieve it. The publishing
destination settings also include the Mediasite Player URL that will be used by your
presentations. You will then create a profile that uses the specified publishing
destination.
When a Camtasia recording is imported, the following metadata is imported along with
the media file: title, description, air date, presenter, and owner. The presentation’s
captioning and table of contents are also imported to Mediasite. The table of contents in a
Camtasia presentation appears as chapter points in Mediasite.
For more information on setting up Camtasia Relay to work with Mediasite, see the
documentation available from TechSmith.
Automatic import of video files

To work with Mediasite, third-party encoding and recording solutions that generate
video files must place (transfer) the media files into an SFTP/FTP drop box.
Mediasite imports the following metadata along with the video file: title, description,
duration and presenter. The airdate is always set to the date/time of the import.
Presenter information

By default, when you are importing content from Camtasia Relay, Mediasite will first
look for a presenter in the Mediasite database that matches the one specified in the
original Camtasia Relay recording. If the presenter does not exist in the database,
Mediasite will create a new presenter using the recording’s presenter information. When
you import Windows media files, by default, the first name specified in the ―Artist tag‖ is
used as the presenter name.
In both cases, when you create media import projects, you can override the default
behavior and use the presenter from the presentation template instead.
When importing Camtasia Relay recordings, Sonic Foundry recommends that you DO NOT
override the default behavior since the matching is done on the presenter’s name and email
address. However, when importing video files, Sonic Foundry recommends that you DO
override the default behavior and use the presenter information in the template instead since
matching is done only on presenter names, which may not be very accurate.
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Import Mediasite packages
To import previously exported Mediasite packages, you will add a Mediasite package
import project.
To add a Mediasite package import project:
1.

Click Settings > Media Import > Add New and specify the settings needed to import
content into the Mediasite system:
Project Name: Enter a name for the project that will help you easily identify it.
Type: Select Mediasite Package Import if you will be importing previously exported

Mediasite presentations (zipped) or publish to go packages.

Update Interval: Specify in hours and minutes how often Mediasite will check the drop

location for new content. The minimum update interval is 15 minutes.

Include pending content: Select check box to include in the project content that may still

be in the transcoding process.

Import Folder (optional): Click Select a folder and navigate to the folder that will contain

the presentation. If you do not select a folder, the presentation will use the folder
path specified in the package.
Location: Enter the FTP location of the files being imported. For example:

ftp://ftpserver.yourcompany.com/storagelocation

Username/Password: Enter the credentials required to connect to the FTP location.
Delete file from Watch Folder after successful import: Select check box to remove all

media files after they are imported.
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Adding a new Mediasite package import project (general settings)
Content Servers: Select the content servers that will be used to stream and store the

media and images as well as create publish to go packages for the imported content.
Project Startup: select the radio button that best fits how you want to start the

importing process for this project:


Start the project immediately upon creation: When this option is selected, once you

click Save the media importing process begins.


Do not start the project (manual start): When this option is selected, you must click

the Start to start the media importing process.


Start the project at future time: When this option is selected, you must specify the

start date and time that the media importing process should begin.
2.

Click Test to verify you can connect to the drop box location using the specified
credentials. Click Save.
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Adding a new Mediasite package import project (content servers, project startup settings)

Import external media
To import Camtasia Relay recordings, integration packages, or MP4 files, you will add an
external media import project.
To add an external media import project:

1.

Click Settings > Media Import > Add New and specify the settings needed to import
content into the Mediasite system:
Project Name: Enter a name for the project that will help you easily identify it.
Type: Select External Media Import if you are importing Camtasia Relay recordings,

integration packages, or MP4 files.

Update Interval: Specify in hours and minutes how often Mediasite will check the drop

location for new content. The minimum update interval is 15 minutes.

Import Folder (optional): Click Select a folder and navigate to the folder that will contain

the newly created presentation. If you do not select a folder, the presentation will be
located in the same folder as the template used to create it.
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Always title Presentations based on Presentation Template: Only available when External
media import selected. Select check box to make the template's name the basis of the

newly created presentation's title.

Location: Enter the FTP location (publishing destination) of the files being imported.

When using Camatasia Relay, this will be the same location specified in the profile.
For example, ftp://ftpserver.yourcompany.com/publishinglocation
Username/Password: Enter the credentials required to connect to the FTP location.
Delete file from Watch Folder after successful import: Select check box to remove all

media files after they are imported.

Presentation Template: Select the template that will be used for imported external

media.

Always title presentations based on presentation template: Select the check box to make

the template's name the basis of the newly created presentation's title instead of the
one specified in the original media file.
Always use presenters from template: Select the check box to use the template's

presenters instead of the presenter information specified in the original Camtasia
recording or media file.
Maximum media quality determined by presentation template: Select the check box to use

the template's encoding settings instead of most closely matching the settings used
by the original media file.
2.
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Click Test to verify you can connect to the drop box location using the specified
credentials. Click Save.
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Media import, adding a new external media import project

Import Windows media
To import Windows media files, you will add a Windows media import project.
To add a Windows media import project:
1.

Click Settings > Media Import > Add New and specify the settings needed to import
content into the Mediasite system:
Project Name: Enter a name for the project that will help you easily identify it.
Type: Select Windows Media Import if you are importing Windows media files.
Update Interval: Specify in hours and minutes how often Mediasite will check the drop

location for new content. The minimum update interval is 15 minutes.
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Import Folder (optional): Click Select a folder and navigate to the folder that will contain

the newly created presentation. If you do not select a folder, the presentation will be
located in the same folder as the template used to create it.
Location: Enter the FTP location of the files being imported. For example:

ftp://ftpserver.yourcompany.com/storagelocation

Username/Password: Enter the credentials required to connect to the FTP location.
Delete file from Watch Folder after successful import: Select check box to remove all

media files after they are imported.

Presentation Template: Select the template that will be used for imported external

media.

Always title presentations based on presentation template: Select the check box to make

the template's name the basis of the newly created presentation's title instead of the
one specified in the original media file.
Always use presenters from template: Select the check box to use the template's

presenters instead of the presenter information specified in the original media file.
Maximum media quality determined by presentation template: Select the check box to use

the template's encoding settings instead of most closely matching the settings used
by the original media file.
2.
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Click Test to verify you can connect to the drop box location using the specified
credentials. Click Save.
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Media import, adding a new external media import project

EXPORTING

PRESENTATIONS

You can use Management Portal to export presentations to an external storage location,
which is useful when backing up content, or to a trusted Mediasite. To automate this
process, you will create media export projects.
When you export a presentation, you are transferring it and its associated files in a flat
file format to a location accessible from your Mediasite. There are two types of exports
available in Management Portal: full export and publish to go. A ―publish to go‖ export
is identical to publishing a presentation to go. When exporting to a trusted Mediasite
only full exports are available.
For more information on Mediasite trust relationships, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
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Export presentation to an external storage location
To export a presentation to an external storage location:
1.

Click Settings > Media Export Projects > Add New and specify the following media
export project settings:
Project Name: Enter a name for the project that you and other users can identify

easily.

Mediasite Folder: Click in the field and navigate to the folder to which you will add

presentations you want to export. Select the Include Sub-folders check box to include
sub-folders.
If you select a folder that already has content in it, Mediasite will not export that content.
Mediasite only exports content you add to this folder after you create the export project.
A best practice is to create a new folder, add the media export project, and then add the
content you want exported to the project.
Export To: Select External Storage Location (FTP, SFTP, etc.) to export the presentations

in the selected folders to an FTP, SFTP, or network location accessible from the
Mediasite. Enter the following information for the location and click Test to verify
Mediasite can connect to it:


Location: Enter the storage location. For example, if you are exporting it to an FTP

server, you will enter ftp://ftpserver.yourcompany.com/storagelocation


Username/Password: Enter the credentials needed to connect to the storage location

Export Type: Select how you want presentation data exported:



Full Export: Select this option to export all media files (including smooth

streaming), slides, and metadata associated with your presentations. You will
use full export to move content to another server. A full export package has the
same format as a publish to go package but if the primary media content is
smooth streaming, it will not play back locally.


Publish to Go: Select this option to export your presentations as publish to go

packages using either WMV or MP4 files. The file type will depend on the
content types available for each presentation. These packages can be played back
locally. By default, the project is enabled. Clear the Project is enabled check box if
you want to enable the project later.
2.
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Click Save.
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Adding a new “publish to go export to external storage location” media export project

Export presentation to a trusted Mediasite
To add media export projects:
1.

Click Settings > Media Export Projects > Add New and specify the following media
export project settings:
Project Name: Enter a name for the project that you and other users can identify

easily.

Export Type: Select Full Export. Mediasite will export all media files (including smooth

streaming), slides, and metadata associated with your presentations. You will use full
export to move content to another server. A full export package has the same format
as a publish to go package but if the primary media content is smooth streaming, it
will not play back locally.
Mediasite Folder: Click in the field and navigate to the folder to which you will add

presentations you want to export. Select the Include Sub-folders check box to include
sub-folders.
If you select a folder that already has content in it, Mediasite will not export that content.
Mediasite only exports content you add to this folder after you create the export project.
A best practice is to create a new folder, add the media export project, and then add the
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content you want exported to the project.
Export To: Select Trusted Mediasite to export the presentations in the selected folders to

a remote Mediasite to which your Mediasite has a trust relationship.

Mediasite Outbound Trusts: Select the Mediasite outbound trust you want from the

drop-down list.

Remote Server Folders: Select the folder you want to export your presentations to from

the drop-down list.
2.

By default, the project is enabled. Clear the Project is enabled check box if you want to
enable the project later.

3.

Click Save.

Adding a new “full export to Mediasite trust” media export project
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You can make presentations available to your users as live broadcasts, on-demand
presentations, and portable presentations. Live broadcasts and on-demand presentations
require network connections to Mediasite and a media server so you must configure
them so that they use the appropriate content servers. Portable presentations are ondemand presentations that do not require a connection to Mediasite or media servers.
You can download them from the Portal, My Mediasite, and catalogs. However,
interactivity is disabled in portable presentations and they are not secure once they are
downloaded.
You can add additional content to live, on-demand, and portable presentations, such as
links and closed-captions. You can also make multiple versions of live and on-demand
presentations available to your audience by adding shortcuts that point to the same
content but have different Players, titles, folders, and often permissions than the original
presentation.
Mediasite also allows you to take your on-demand presentations through a review and
edit process to ensure that they meet your organization’s needs. Once you have finalized
your on-demand presentations, you can make them available to users as podcasts (audio
and video). Podcasts can be published to external publishing sites, such as YouTube™
and Apple® iTunes® U.

BROADCASTING

LIVE PRESENTATIONS

Live presentations are streamed to your audience as they are being recorded. When you
add a presentation, you must use a server group that supports live streaming (or update
the presentation’s media settings and enable this feature) to broadcast it live once you
begin recording. When interactivity is enabled for a live broadcast, you can use
Management Portal to make polls available to your audience or view and respond to
questions from the audience.
To inform your audience about a live presentation, send an email invitation prior to the
live broadcast.
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PUBLISHING

ON-DEMAND PRESENTATIONS

On-demand presentations are published to the Mediasite so users can access them for
viewing at any time. When you add a new presentation, you can configure it for
automatic publishing to the Mediasite and make it available for on-demand viewing once
recording has finished. Recorded presentations located on a Recorder can be published to
a Mediasite for on-demand viewing using Recorder tools. This allows you to record a
presentation locally and publish it later to the Mediasite. Another option is to upload or
import media files.
If interactivity is enabled for an on-demand presentation, you can make polls and
surveys available to your audience and allow your audience to ask questions. To inform
your audience that an on-demand presentation is available for viewing, send an email
invitation once the presentation has been published to the Mediasite.

COPYING

PRESENTATIONS TO FOLDERS

You can copy your presentations to other Mediasite folders. Copying a presentation
preserves your original presentation in its original location and creates a second,
identical presentation in the new location. If you copy to a folder that you do not own
(for example, copying an assigned presentation to your professor’s folder in order to
submit it), the owner of that folder will own the copied presentation. You will be able to
view the copied presentation but will not be able to modify it.
You can only add presentations to folders that have ―allow copying of presentations to
this folder‖ enabled and for which you have read permissions. In addition, if the content
approval workflow has been enabled, Mediasite can be configured so that the copied
presentation’s owner and creator will receive notifications during the review process.
To copy a presentation to a folder:
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1.

Navigate to the presentation and select it to view its summary page.

2.

Click More > Copy To and select a destination folder.

3.

Click Copy. The copy’s details are shown in the Pending Copies list.

PUBLISHING PRESENTATIONS

Presentation properties page, copy details

UPDATING

A RECORDED PRESENTATION’S VISIBILITY

There are three presentation visibility states for recorded presentations published to
Mediasite: offline, private, and viewable.
At any time, you can update a presentation’s visibility as needed.
To update a presentation’s visibility:
1.

Navigate to the presentation and select it to view its summary page.

2.

From the Publishing Options drop-down list, select how you want the Mediasite to
handle presentations once they have been recorded from the drop-down list:


Viewable: Select so users with appropriate permissions can view presentation.

Once the presentation is in this state, if you have enables publishing to external
sites, its audio or video podcasts are published to the sites.


Private: Select so only you (the owner) can view the recorded presentation. Other

users will be able to see the presentation in Mediasite applications but they will
not be able to view it. Only you can view, search for, and update the
presentation. Changing a presentation’s visibility to private allows you to finetune a presentation before making it available for viewing.


Offline: Select to have the recorded presentation viewable only by you (the

owner). Offline presentations are not available for viewing or in searches and
only you can update them. Changing a presentation’s visibility to offline allows
you to hide a presentation without changing its permissions.
3.

Click Save.
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Presentation properties page, update presentation’s visibility

REVIEWING

PRESENTATIONS

Recorded presentations located on the Mediasite can be taken through an iterative
content approval workflow before they are made available to an audience. In Mediasite
this is called the Review-Edit-Approve (REA) workflow.
As part of this process, users are given one of two jobs: Approver or Editor. Approvers
can comment on, approve, and reject presentation updates. Approvers cannot edit the
content.
Editors can record or upload content to presentations created in the folder or the
individual presentation, but the content does not become generally viewable until an
Approver reviews it and marks it approved. If additional changes are made, the
presentation will have to be approved again.
There are three states in the review workflow: Review Required, Changes Required,
and Approved. The following changes will put a presentation in the ―Review Required‖
state:
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Publishing from the Recorder



Editing the video



Uploading video manually



Adding additional media types



Enabling podcast



Enabling video podcast (if available)



Adding captioning

PUBLISHING PRESENTATIONS

Approving or denying the changes made to a presentation will change its state from
―Review Required‖ to ―Approved‖ or ―Changes Required,‖ respectively.
Presentations currently in the review process are listed on the Publishing > Review

Presentations page. Additionally, when a presentation is under review (pending changes

or approval), the version containing the changes is offline. Offline presentations do not
appear in search results or catalogs for users with only View permissions.
The content approval feature is typically enabled by the Mediasite administrator. The
four-step process for enabling this feature is described in the Mediasite Configuration
Guide.

Comment on presentation updates
You can comment on a presentation when it is in a review state (Changes Required or
Review Required).
To add a new comment:
1.

Navigate to the presentation and select it to view its summary page.

2.

Click Review Comments. The number of comments will be indicated on the tab.

3.

In the Post a comment field, enter your comment and click Add.

Presentation summary page, comment on presentation

When a presentation is in a review state, there will be system comments automatically
posted indicating what actions put the presentation in its current state.
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Approve or deny updates made to a presentation
To approve or deny a presentation’s updates:
1.

Navigate to the presentation and select it to view its summary page.

2.

Click Review Comments. The number of comments will be indicated on the tab.

3.

Review the comment history and changes. For example, if changes were made using
the Mediasite Editor, launch the presentation in the Player to view the edited
presentation.

4.

Once your review is completed, click Approve to accept the updates. Click Deny to
decline the updates. The state of the presentation updates accordingly.

Presentation summary page, approve/deny updates

DOWNLOADING

PORTABLE PRESENTATIONS

Portable presentations, also known as ―publish to go‖ presentations, are presentations
users can view without being connected to a network—that is, you can distribute them
on corporate intranets, DVDs, or CDs. The content for a portable presentation is the same
as the original on-demand presentation except interactivity is disabled. Each portable
presentation contains a launch file (Default.html) and all files required to view them.
You can use Management Portal or catalogs to download on-demand presentations as
portable presentations to any location available from your network. The Publish to Go
feature must be enabled and a Publish to Go server specified before you can publish
portable presentations.
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Publish to go packages are created once and saved for future downloads. Also, portable
presentations are downloaded as.zip files so you must unzip them before they can be
played back, hosted on a server, or copied to a CD or DVD.
Caution:
Once you download a portable presentation, it is outside of the Mediasite system.
Therefore, the security features available with live and on-demand presentations are not
available with portable presentations.

Download portable presentations from the Portal
To download a portable presentation from Management Portal:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s Summary page, click
Download.

2.

When a presentation is downloaded for the first time by any user, a message appears
indicating the publish to go package has not been created and is not available for
download. To create this package, click Submit. The process may take a few minutes.

3.

Once the portable presentation is created, click Download. Click Save and browse to the
download location. The name of the zip file will match the presentation’s title.

Presentation summary page, download portable presentation
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Download portable presentations from a catalog
You can only download portable presentations in catalogs that have this feature enabled.
To download a portable presentation from a catalog:
1.

Navigate to the presentation in the catalog, click Download, and select Publish To Go. If
only portable presentations can be downloaded, you will just click Download.

2.

When a presentation is downloaded for the first time by any user, a message appears
indicating that the publish-to-go package has not been created and is not available
for download. To create this package, click Submit. The process may take a few
minutes.

3.

Once the portable presentation is created, click Download. Click Save and browse to the
download location. The name of the zip file will match the presentation’s title.

Presentation in Catalog:

Download portable presentation

For more information, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide and ―Updating a catalog’s
display properties‖ on page 158.
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DOWNLOADING

PRESENTATIONS AS

MP3

FILES

You can download MP3 files from Management Portal and from catalogs where this
feature has been enabled.

Download MP3 files from the Portal
To download a presentation as an MP3 file using Management Portal:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s Summary page, click
Download MP3.

2.

Save the file and navigate to the download location. The name of the MP3 file will
match the presentation’s title.

Presentation summary page, download presentation as MP3 file

Download MP3 files from a catalog
You can only download MP3 files from catalogs that have this feature enabled.
To download an MP3 file from a catalog:
1.

Navigate to the presentation in the catalog, click Download, and select Audio (Podcast).
If only MP3 files can be downloaded, you will just click Download.

2.

Save the file and navigate to the download location. The name of the MP3 file will
match the presentation’s title.
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Presentation in Catalog:

Download MP3 file

For more information, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide and ―Updating a catalog’s
display properties‖ on page 158.

ENABLING

PRESENTATION REGISTRATION

Registration allows you to collect information about people accessing your presentation.
A user will be prompted to enter their first and last name, email address, passcode, and
any other additional criteria you choose before viewing the presentation. This
information, along with the IP address and date of registration, is collected and can be
viewed or exported by the administrator.
To enable presentation registration:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s Summary page, click
More > Registration.

2.

Click the Enable Registration check box and specify the following settings:
Pass Code: If you would like to distribute a pass code to your viewers and require

them to enter it before viewing the presentation, specify the desired code. If you
leave this field blank, then anyone with the link can view the presentation after
filling out the registration form.

Banner Message: Enter the text you want displayed at the top of the registration form.

If this field is left blank, the default text of "Please register to access the requested
Mediasite content" will be displayed.
Hide the standard login form link: If this is unchecked, a link will be shown at the

bottom of the page that allows existing Mediasite users to authenticate via the
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standard Mediasite login form. Checking this box will require users to fill out the
registration form, even if they already have a Mediasite login.
Banner Image: Use this to upload a custom image for the banner displayed at the top

of the registration page.

Banner Background Color: Enter a value for the color, or use the color chooser tool, to

set a background fill color for the banner area.

Custom Fields: By default only first name, last name, and email addresses are collected

when viewers register. Click Add New to add fields to the registration form for any
additional data you want to collect. Select the Required check box to make the item a
required field.
3.

Click Save.

Enable Presentation Registration

To view registration data, click View Registrants. This will launch the Registration page in a
separate browser window. On this page, you will see the total number of registrants and
the data collected. Click Export to Excel to export the data collected.
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ADDING

PRESENTATION SHORTCUTS

A presentation shortcut is an alternative view of a presentation with a different Player
and title and often a different folder location and permissions than the original
presentation. A shortcut points to the same content as the original presentation but is
listed separately in the Portal and the catalogs in which it is included. Adding
presentation shortcuts allows you to make the same content available to users in different
ways without creating a new presentation. For example, to place more emphasis on a
presentation’s slides, you can add a shortcut that uses a Player with a larger slide
window than the original presentation. Use descriptive titles, such as ―New Employee
Training (Widescreen Slides)‖ when adding shortcuts.
To add a presentation shortcut:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s Summary page, click
More > Create Shortcut.

2.

Enter a title and description for the shortcut and update the tags as needed.

3.

Optionally, click in the folder field to choose a folder different than the one used by
the original presentation. Select the folder and click Change.

4.

Select a new player from the drop-down list.

5.

Click Save.

Add presentation shortcut
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To view or modify the settings of the original presentation or to interact with the
audience, click More > Go to target on the shortcut’s properties page. If the presentation
your shortcut points to is deleted, the shortcut will not work.

INTERACTING

WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

Mediasite allows you to share your presentations and interact with your audience using
polls, Question and Answer (Q & A) forums, and surveys. You must enable the
interactivity features described below on the presentation before you can use them.

Enable interactivity features (Q & A forum, survey, and polls) on presentation

For more information on enabling these features, see ―Adding presentations‖ on page 37.

Share presentations
You can share your presentations with your audience by sending emailing or instant
messaging the link, embedding the presentation in a website, or by sending email
invitations for them.
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Presentation Summary page, share presentation options

To share the presentation, navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s
Summary page, click Share, and do one of the following to share your presentation with
others:


Send link via instant message (IM), email, or social network: Copy the URL
provided in the Link field and paste it into the email, IM, or social networking
application you are using.



Embed in a website: Copy the code provided in the Embed field and paste it into
the application you are using to update your website.



Send Mediasite system email with prepared text and link: Enter the destination
email addresses in the Email field. Update the prepared text as needed and click
Send.

You can also send an email invitation for a presentation from the Mediasite Player as
well as customize the default text in email invitations. For more information on
customizing the default email text, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
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View and manage questions from your audience
During a live presentation, you can use Management Portal to view questions from the
viewing audience, if you have enabled this feature. Viewers ask questions using the
Mediasite Player and, when viewing on-demand, can optionally include with their
question the exact time in the presentation that they submitted the question.
On the presentation’s moderation page, which you can launch from the Portal, My
Mediasite, or a catalog, you can review questions submitted by viewers, watching live or
on-demand. All submitted questions are listed on the page until deleted.
When a user is assigned moderate permissions for a presentation, questions will be
forwarded to the email address associated with their valid user profile unless the user opts
out of moderator emails or provides an alternate moderator email address. Users can opt out
of moderator emails or provide an alternative email address as part of their user profile
settings in Management Portal or My Mediasite [(Login Username) > profile].
To view questions from the audience during a live or on-demand presentation:
1.

Navigate to the folder containing your presentation. Click Moderate below the

presentation. Alternatively, you can go to the summary page and click Q & A Forum
Enabled OR click Moderate on the same row as the presentation in a catalog. A separate
browser window opens with a list of questions that audience members have
submitted.
2.

On the moderation page you will reply to and manage questions from the audience.
Select one or more question to do the following:


Reply to questions: Click Reply to respond to a question via email. You can send
the email using the email server associated with Mediasite or using a preferred
email client.



Categorize questions: Click Category > Add Category and specify the category you
want to put the selected questions in.



Mark as accepted: Click Mark as Accepted to change the selected questions’ status
and move them to the Accepted Questions list. You can always change the status
back to new.



Email question: Click Forward to forward the selected questions in an email. The
email will include the question details.



Export questions to Excel file or clipboard: Click Export and select how you want
the selected questions exported: to an Excel file or to the clipboard. When you
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export questions to the clipboard, you can paste them into a text or word
processing document (e.g. Word).

Forum moderation, view and manage questions from the audience

Add polls to a presentation
Polls allow you to interact with your audience during a presentation and receive direct
feedback. If you have Mediasite polls enabled on a presentation, you can add polls using
the presentation’s poll management page. You can add new polls or poll templates to a
presentation. Poll templates are polls that are prepared in advance for use in different
presentations.
Add new poll to a presentation
To add a new poll to a presentation:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s Summary page, click

Polls enabled to launch the poll management page in a separate browser window.

2.

Click New Question to add a new poll. Specify the poll details:
Question: Enter the poll question, as you would like it presented to your audience.
Type: Select the question type from the drop-down list. Select single selection if

viewers can only choose one answer or multiple selections if viewers can choose more
than one answer.
Question Status: Select Open to allow your audience to take the poll. Select Closed when

the time period for answering the poll over. Your audience will see the poll listed but
won’t be able to take the poll or view the poll results.
Question Visibility: Select the Hidden check box to prevent users from seeing the poll in

the presentation. This is useful if you want to display the poll at a certain time of the
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presentation. You can keep it hidden until you are ready for your audience to answer
the poll question.
Show results: Select the check box to allow users to see the results of the poll in the

Player.

Choices: Add possible answers to the poll question. Click Add Choice to add more poll

answers.
3.

Click Save Question.

Poll management page, add new poll

Poll as it appears to audience in Player
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Add poll templates
To add a poll template:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s Summary page, click
Polls enabled to launch the poll management page in a separate browser window.

2.

Click Templates > New Question and specify the poll details:
Question: Enter the poll question, as you would like it presented to your audience.
Type: Select the question type from the drop-down list. Select Single Selection if

viewers can only choose one answer or Multiple Selections if viewers can choose more
than one answer.
Question Status: Select Open to allow your audience to take the poll. Select Closed when

the period for answering the poll over. Your audience will see the poll listed but will
not be able to take the poll or view the poll results.
Question Visibility: Select the Hidden check box to prevent users from seeing the poll

once the template is added to the presentation.. This is useful if you want to display
the poll at a certain time of the presentation. You can keep it hidden until you are
ready for your audience to answer the poll question.
Show results: Select the check box to allow users to see the results of the poll in the

Player.

Choices: Add possible answers to the poll question. Click Add Choice to add more poll

answers.
3.

Click Save Template. Once you are ready to add the template to a presentation as a
poll, click Save as Question.
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Poll management page, poll templates

View poll results
When a poll is taken, you will see the number of times each answer was selected in the
Results field. Alternatively, you can view the poll results in the player in the same manner
your audience will.

Poll management page, updated poll results
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Link to external poll
Link to an external poll in your presentation. Users will click the Poll button in the Player
and view the polls in the same manner they would view Mediasite polls.
1.

Navigate to your presentation. Click Edit, go to the Player tab, and select the Enable
Polls check box.

2.

In the Polls drop-down list, select Link to External Polls and enter the URL for your
third-party poll. Click Save.

Presentation properties page, add link to third-party poll

Example external poll as it appears to audience in Player

Add post-presentation link
Link external content, for example, a third-party survey to your presentation. At the end
of the presentation, your custom message and the link appear in the Player.
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1.

Navigate to your presentation. Click Edit, go to the Player tab, and select the Enable
Post-Presentation Survey check box.

2.

Enter the URL for your third-party poll and the survey message.

3.

Click Save.
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Presentation properties page (Player tab), link to survey

Post presentation link message as it appears to your audience in Player

ADDING

ADDITIONAL CONTENT TO PRESENTATIONS

You can add links to external websites or documents, closed captions, thumbnail images,
chapters, and alternate slide text to the presentation.
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Add links
Add hyperlinks to your presentation that allow your audience to view other websites or
online documents. This is useful if you would like to provide your audience with
information that supplements the subject matter being discussed in the presentation.
Hyperlinks can be added to the presentation before or after the presentation is recorded
and published to the Mediasite.
To add a link to a presentation:
1.

Navigate to your presentation, click Edit, go to the Information tab, and click in the Links
field.

2.

Enter the link’s name and the URL for the document or website to which the link
will point. Click Add. Repeat this step for each link you want to add.

3.

Click Save.

Presentation properties page (Information tab), add links to presentation

You can also display each presentation’s external links in your catalogs by enabling this
feature in each catalog’s display settings. For more information, see ―Updating a
catalog’s display properties‖ on page 158.

Add closed captions
Once a presentation is recorded and published to Mediasite, you can add closed captions
to the on-demand presentation. Add closed captions to a presentation by creating a
Synchronized Accessible Media Interchange (SAMI), SubRip (SRT), or Distribution
Format Exchange Profile (DFXP) file, using a third-party captioning software or service,
and linking it to your presentation. All Players support presentations with closed
captions added.
Additionally, in Mediasite Players, users can search closed captioning text for specific
words or phrases.
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To add closed-captioning to an on-demand presentation:
1.

Navigate to your presentation. Click Edit and go to the Delivery tab.

2.

If you have not already enabled captioning, select the Captioning check box.

3.

Select the Manual Upload radio button and click Select a file to locate and select the
captioning file you want to use for the presentation. Click Upload.

Add closed captions to presentation

Sonic Foundry does not provide SAMI, SRT, or DFXP files or tools for authoring them.
However, Mediasite does allow users to submit and monitor captioning requests through
Automatic Sync Technologies® (AST), 3Play Media, and other captioning services using
the credentials for an existing account.

Add thumbnail images
Mediasite automatically generates a thumbnail from a presentation’s video. However,
you can always upload a custom thumbnail image to replace the auto-generated one.
To add a thumbnail image to a presentation:
1.

Navigate to your presentation. Click Edit and go to the Delivery tab.

2.

Click Select a file and navigate to the image file that will be used for the thumbnail.
Click Save.

Add custom thumbnail image
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Add slide titles and descriptions
Once you record and publish a presentation to Mediasite, you can add slide descriptions
and slide titles to the on-demand presentation using Management Portal. Slide
descriptions—text describing slide content—may be displayed in place of slide images
and can be read by text readers like GW Micro Window-Eyes®.
To add slide titles and descriptions:
1.

Navigate to your presentation and click Edit Slides. This launches the Slide Editor.

2.

Click on a slide to enter a title and description for it. Optionally, select the Set as

thumbnail check box to make this the thumbnail image for the presentation. Click Save.

3.

Once you are done, click Back to exit the Slide Editor.

Slide Editor, add slide titles and descriptions

You can also add chapters to an on-demand presentation using the Mediasite Editor.
Chapters are an organized list of key parts of a presentation that allow a viewer to
navigate easily to points of the presentation that are most relevant or important.
For information on adding chapters to an on-demand presentation using the Web Editor,
see the Editor Help file.
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SETTING

UP PODCASTING

Use Mediasite to share your on-demand presentations as podcasts, audio-only
presentations in MP3 format, with your audience. Podcasts can be downloaded (from
Management Portal, My Mediasite, and catalogs) and viewed at any time on mobile
devices and desktop computers. Your audience can also subscribe to podcast feeds.
Before you can create podcasts, you must enable podcast content at the folder level, on a
presentation, template, or schedule. You can then create feeds on folders and send users
email invitations with links to the feeds.
Disabling the podcast feature (clearing the Podcast check box) AFTER content has already
been generated will cause the associated MP3 files to be deleted from Mediasite.
However, you can re-generate the deleted content by enabling the feature again.

Enable podcast content on folder
When you enable podcast content on a folder, you are enabling the podcast feature on
presentations, schedules, and presentations in the folder. Likewise, removing content is
disabling the feature. When new presentations are added to the folder, podcasts (MP3
files) will be created.
To enable podcast for a folder:
1.

Right-click the folder to which you want to add the content, click Manage Content > Add
Delivery.

2.

Select the Podcast check box and select the MP3 quality (encoding rate) from the
drop-down list. The higher the rate at which the MP3 files are encoded the higher the
quality during playback. However, this also increases the size of the files.

3.

Click Save.

Enable podcast content on folder
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Enable podcast content for presentation
When you enable podcast on a presentation, once it is recorded and published, an MP3
file will be generated. If the podcast job does not complete successfully, you can resubmit
it.
To enable podcast content on a presentation:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s summary page, click
Edit > Delivery tab.

2.

Select the Podcast check box and select the MP3 quality (encoding rate) from the
drop-down list. The higher the rate at which the MP3 files are encoded the higher the
quality during playback. However, this also increases the size of the files.

3.

Click Save.

Enable podcast generation on presentation’s summary page

You will follow similar steps to enable podcasting on a template or schedule. For
more information, see ―Adding templates‖ in the Mediasite Configuration Guide and
―Add schedule‖ on page 63.

Add an audio podcast RSS feed
You will add RSS feeds on folders. Presentations within the specified folder will show up
in the feed once the MP3 file has been encoded.
By default all presentations that have an MP3 file are included in the feed, but you can
choose only certain presentations. Once the feed is available, you can send an email
invitation for it to your users. Users can then subscribe to the RSS feed.
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To create a new feed:
1.

Click Publishing > Feeds > Add New and specify the podcast’s details:
Name: Enter a name for the feed that will help you and other users identify it easily.
Description: Enter a description.
Copyright: Enter copyright information for the podcast.
Feed Type: Select Audio Podcast from the drop-down list
Feed Folder: Click Select a folder and choose the folder containing the presentations

that will be converted to MP3 files. Click All presentations included to view the
presentations in the feed or to exclude certain presentations from the feed.
2.

Click Save.

Add new feed for podcast-enabled folder

Send e-mail invitations for podcast feed
Send an e-mail invitation for the podcast feed that contains its title, description, and RSS
Feed URL. Users will copy the enclosed RSS feed URL into their aggregator or
podcasting client software to subscribe to the podcast.
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To send an e-mail invitation for a podcast feed:
1.

Click Publishing > Feeds and select the feed you want.

2.

On the feed’s summary page, click Send Invite. When the email form appears, update
the information as needed.

3.

Enter the email addresses in the To and From fields making sure to separate email
addresses with a semi-colon.

4.

Click Send.

Feed Email Invitation

By default, Mediasite sends emails using the email server and address specified during
Mediasite deployment. However, if you want to use the email client on your machine to
send out an invitation, click Send mail using preferred email client on the email form. You can
also customize the default text in the e-mail invitation. For more information, see the
Mediasite Configuration Guide.
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SETTING

UP VIDEO PODCASTING

Use Mediasite to share your on-demand presentations as video podcasts with your
audience. Video podcasts (vodcasts) can be downloaded (from Management Portal, My
Mediasite, and catalogs) and viewed at any time on mobile devices and desktop
computers. Your audience can also subscribe to video podcast feeds.
A video podcast is a composited MP4 file. MP4 files can be composited using one of the
following options:


All streams using a responsive layout



Slides and audio



Single video



Single video and slide

Video podcasts are available only with the Mediasite Vodcast license. For more
information, contact your Mediasite sales representative.
There is a four-step process for setting up your Mediasite to create and share
presentations as video podcasts:
Step 1: Add a video podcast project. Before you can create video podcasts, you must
create a project. Projects define how video podcasts are encoded, which streams are
included, and how they look. When you enable video podcast on a folder, presentation,
template, or schedule, you will select a video podcast project and the project’s settings
will be applied when a video podcast is created.
Step 2: Enable video podcast on folder, presentation, template, or schedule. You will
enable video podcast at the folder level or on a presentation, template, or schedule as
part of the delivery settings.
Disabling the video podcast feature (clearing the Video podcast check box) AFTER content
has already been generated will cause the composited MP4 associated with the
presentation as a video podcast to be deleted. The video podcast can be re-generated by
enabling the feature again.
Step 3: Add an RSS feed: You will add a new feed on a folder and as presentations are
added and converted to video podcasts, they will be added to the feed.
Step 4: Share video podcasts: When video podcast is enabled on a folder, you can send
e-mail invitations with links that your audience can use to subscribe to the feed. You can
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download a video podcast created for a single presentation from the presentation’s
summary page and share it with your audience. When publishing an on-demand
presentation to a catalog, you can also make a video podcast available for download as
part of its details.

Considerations when using video podcast
When creating and managing video podcasts on Mediasite, consider the following:


As you fine-tune your vodcast projects, it is helpful to have a short presentation
that you can use to create test vodcasts. Once you are satisfied with the results,
you can then put the vodcast project into use with other presentations.



Disabling video podcast on a presentation that already has a vodcast file (MP4)
associated with it will result in the file being deleted. However, when you reenable vodcast on the presentation, Mediasite will generate a new file.



When you make updates to video podcast projects, they do not pass down to
vodcasts you have already created. You must create new vodcasts by disabling
and then re-enabling video podcast on each presentation, making sure to select
the updated video podcast project.

Add vodcast project
Video podcast projects define how video podcasts are encoded, which streams are
included, and how they look.
To add a new video podcast project:

1.

Click Settings > Vodcast Projects > Add New and specify the follow settings:
Name: Enter a name for the project that will help you and other users identify it easily.
Description: Optionally, enter a description for the project.
Encoding Bitrate: Select the encoding bitrate that Mediasite will use for all video

podcasts created using this project. Take in account that the higher the bit-rate, the
larger the file.
Compositing Streams: Select the streams that should be included in the video podcast.



All Streams Responsive Layout: Select this option to include all streams in the video

podcast. Streams will be arranged in a way that provides an optimal viewing
experience.
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Slide and Audio: Select this option to include only slides and audio in the video

podcast.


Single Video: Select this option to include only video in the video podcast. If the

original presentation has multiple video streams, the one with the highest
priority is used.


Single Video and Slide: Select this option to include a video stream and slides in

the video podcast. If the original presentation has multiple video streams, the
one with the highest priority is used.
Banner: Select Use from Presentation to include the banner from the original

presentation in the video podcast. Click No Banner to create video podcasts without a
banner.

Add New Video podcast Project

2.

Once you click Save, additional options become available. Click Edit on the project’s
summary page to upload images and videos that will give your audience a consistent
experience when viewing your video podcasts:
Background Image: Click Select a file to upload a JPG or PNG image to use as a

background for all video podcasts created using this project. If you want to update
the image file, delete it (Select a file > Delete) and then upload the new file.
Watermark Image: Click Select a file to upload a JPG or PNG image to use as a

watermark in all video podcasts created using this project. Select where the
watermark will appear from the Watermark Position drop-down list.
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When selecting Stretched to Fit as the watermark position, it is important to consider
the file type, size, and transparency of the image used since the watermark covers the
entire screen.
For the best results we recommend using the following image sizes and file types:
Image Size

Watermark Positions

File Types

Small (150 x 68)

Corner (Top Left, Top
Right, Bottom Left, and
Bottom Right)

JPG or PNG

Medium(460 x 208)*

Corner

PNG (with transparency)

Large (800 x 362)

Stretched to Fit

PNG (with transparency)

*Medium size images overlap the vodcast content slightly when used as corner
watermarks and the image quality decreases significantly when they are used as a
stretched watermark.

Leader Video: Click Select a file to upload an MP4 file to use as the introduction to all

video podcasts created using this project.

Trailer Video: Click Select a file to upload an MP4 file to use as the conclusion to all

video podcasts created using this project.

Video podcast project (Additional options on Edit tab)

If you want to update a file being used in a project, you must delete it first ( Select a
file > Delete) and then upload the new file.
3.
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Enable video podcast content on folder
When you enable video podcast content on a folder, you are enabling the video podcast
feature on presentations, schedules, and presentations in the folder. Likewise, removing
content is disabling the feature.
To enable video podcast for a folder:

1.

Right-click the folder to which you want to add the content, click Manage Content > Add
Delivery.

2.

Select the Vodcast check box and select a video podcast project from the drop-down
list.

3.

Click Save.

Enable video podcast content on folder

Enable video podcast content on presentation
When you enable podcast on a presentation, once you record and publish it, Mediasite
generates an MP4 file. If the video podcast job does not complete successfully, you can
resubmit it.
To enable video podcast content on a presentation:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s summary page, click
Edit > Delivery tab.
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2.

Select the Video podcast (composite) check box and select a video podcast project from
the drop-down list.

3.

Click Save.

Enable video podcast generation on presentation’s summary page (Delivery tab)

You will follow similar steps to enable video podcasting on a template or schedule.
For more information, see ―Adding templates‖ in the Mediasite Configuration Guide
and ―Add schedule‖ on page 63.

Add a video podcast RSS feed
You will add RSS feeds for folders. Presentations within the specified folder will show up
in the feed once the MP4 file has been encoded.
By default, all presentations that have a video podcast are included in the feed, but you
can choose only certain presentations. Once the feed is available, you can send an email
invitation for it to your users. Users can then subscribe to the RSS feed.
To create a new feed:
1.

Click Publishing > Feeds > Add New and specify the video podcast’s details:
Name: Enter a name for the feed that will help you and other users identify it easily.
Description: Enter a description.
Copyright: Enter the copyright information for the video podcast.
Feed Type: Select Video Podcast from the drop-down list
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Feed Folder: Click Select a folder and choose the folder containing the presentations

Mediasite will convert to video podcasts. Click All presentations included to view the
presentations in the feed or to exclude certain presentations from the feed.
2.

Click Save.

Add new feed for video podcast-enabled folder

Send e-mail invitations for video podcast feed
Send an e-mail invitation for the video podcast feed that contains its title, description,
and RSS Feed URL. Users will copy the enclosed RSS feed URL into their aggregator or
podcasting client software to subscribe to the video podcast.
To send an e-mail invitation for a video podcast feed:
1.

Click Publishing > Feeds and select the feed you want.

2.

On the feed’s summary page, click Send Invite. When the email form appears, update
the information as needed.

3.

Enter the email addresses in the To and From fields making sure to separate email
addresses with a semi-colon.

4.

Click Send.
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Video Podcast Feed Email Invitation

By default, emails are sent out using the email server and address specified during
Mediasite deployment. However, if you want to use the email client on your machine to
send out an invitation, click Send mail using preferred email client on the email form. You can
also customize the default text in the e-mail invitation. For more information, see the
Mediasite Configuration Guide.

PUBLISHING

TO

YOUTUBE™

AND

APPLE® ITUNES® U

Use Mediasite to publish your presentations to other platforms, such as YouTube™ and
Apple® iTunes® U. Mediasite publishes presentations to YouTube as video podcasts and
to iTunes U as video or audio podcasts. When you set a presentation’s status to
―Viewable‖ and its video podcast content has been generated, Mediasite automatically
publishes the podcast to the selected sites.
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To enable external publishing to YouTube or iTunes U on Mediasite, you must do the
following:
Step 1: Add external publishing project (YouTube or iTunes U). For YouTube, the
external publishing project determines what YouTube account (publishing point) is used.
iTunes U reads content on Mediasite via RSS feeds, which are generated when you create
iTunes U external publishing projects. Each project corresponds to a single RSS feed.
For detailed instructions, see ―Add a YouTube external publishing project‖ on page 126 or
―Add an iTunes U external publishing project‖ on page 126.
Step 2: Enable categories on Mediasite and add categories (optional). Once you enable
categories on Mediasite, users can add new categories and associate them with
presentations, templates, or schedules. You will provide a category code when
publishing to iTunes U. If you publish a presentation to YouTube, and a presentation’s
assigned category matches one of YouTube’s categories, the uploaded video will be
placed into that YouTube category.
For detailed instructions, see ―Enable categories on Mediasite‖ on page 127 and ―Add
category‖ on page 128.
Step 3: Enable video podcast or audio podcast (iTunes U only) and select categories on
presentation, template, or schedule. You will enable podcast and video podcast as part
of an item’s Delivery settings. When enabling video podcast make sure to select the
appropriate video podcast project. You will link categories to the presentation, template,
or schedule as part of the Information settings. When you enable audio or video podcast on
a template or schedule, all presentations created using it will have this feature enabled.
Similarly, presentations will inherit categories from templates and schedules.
For detailed instructions, see ―Enable video podcast content on folder‖ on page 121, ―Enable
video podcast content on presentation‖ on page 121, and ―Select presentation’s categories‖
on page 129. You will follow similar steps to enable these features and add categories on a
template or schedule.
Step 4: Select the presentation’s publishing locations. You will determine which
YouTube and iTunes locations a presentation is published to by choosing the
corresponding external publishing projects on its Publish tab using My Mediasite or
Management Portal. See detailed instructions below.
For detailed instructions, see ―Select a presentation’s YouTube publishing location ‖ on
page 130 and ―Select the presentation’s iTunes publishing location‖ on page 131.
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Add a YouTube external publishing project
An external publishing project maps to the YouTube account you will use to publish
presentations.
To add a YouTube external publishing project:
1.

Click Settings > External Publishing Projects > Add New > YouTube.

2.

Enter a name and description for the publishing point that you and other users can
identify easily.

3.

Click Add YouTube Account. When your account list appears, select the one you want
and accept the conditions.

4.

Click Save.

Add external publishing project

Add an iTunes U external publishing project
iTunes U reads content on Mediasite via RSS feeds, which are generated when you create
iTunes U external publishing projects. Each project corresponds to a single RSS feed.
Users will publish a presentation's content to iTunes U external publishing projects using
Management Portal or My Mediasite.
Once a project is created, its RSS Feed URL is available on its summary page.
To add an iTunes U external publishing project:
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1.

Click Settings > External Publishing Projects > Add New > iTunes U.

2.

Enter a name and description for the publishing point that you and other users can
identify easily.
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3.

Enter the copyright and author’s information.

4.

Click Save. The iTunes U RSS Feed URL associated with the project is now available
on its summary page. You will share this link with your iTunes U administrator.

iTunes U external publishing project summary page

Enable categories on Mediasite
When categories are enabled on Mediasite, the Settings > Category page and related
settings (security, presentation) are visible to users in the Portal. You must log out and
log back into the Portal to see the items associated with this feature.
To enable categories on Mediasite:
1.

Click Settings > Server Settings> Site Information and select the Category check box. Click
Save.

2.

Log out of Management Portal and then log back in to see the items associated with
this feature.
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Enable categories on Mediasite

Typically, Mediasite administrators enable features on a site, so you may have to contact
your Mediasite administrator to request this feature. Once this feature is enabled, your
administrator must assign the appropriate permissions. For more information on
permissions, see ―Securing Mediasite‖ in the Mediasite Configuration Guide.

Add category
Categories provide users a way to locate your content when publishing it to external
sites, such as YouTube and iTunes U. When you add categories, you can add unique ones
as well as ones that match those already on YouTube or iTunes U.
iTunes category codes

To ensure your presentation is uploaded to the correct iTunes category, you will provide
a category code. For example, if your presentation discusses Chicago architecture, you
would enter 102100, which is the category code for Architecture.
For a full listing of category and subcategory codes, see the ―Category codes‖ topic on the
iTunes website: https://sitemanager.itunes.apple.com/help/index.html#itu337EEAE0035A-4660-B53D-46A13A7721E5
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YouTube categories

When a presentation’s assigned category matches one of YouTube’s categories, the
uploaded video will be placed into that YouTube category. Below are some of the
categories you can find on YouTube:


Education



Sports



Pets & Animals



Science & Technology



Travel & Events



Autos & Vehicles



Nonprofits & Activism



Gaming



People & Blogs



News & Politics



Entertainment



Comedy



Film & Animation



Howto & Style



Music

To add a category:
1.

Click Settings > Categories > Add New and enter the name and description for the
category.

2.

Enter an iTunes U Category code if you will be uploading the presentation to iTunes
U.

3.

Click Save.

Add a new category

Select presentation’s categories
Categories provide another way for your audience to locate your content once it you
publish it to YouTube, so it is important to think out your category associations. You can
assign a presentation to multiple categories.
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To select a presentation’s categories:
1.

Create a new presentation or select an existing one. If you select an existing one, you
must click the Edit tab to make updates.

2.

On the Information page, click Add Category and select a category. Repeat for each
category that you want to add.

3.

Click Save.

Select presentation’s categories

Select a presentation’s YouTube publishing location
Once you have enabled video podcast on a presentation and selected its categories
(optional), you can choose a YouTube publishing location. When you record the
presentation, Mediasite will generate the podcast. Once you set the presentation’s status
to Viewable, Mediasite will publish the podcast to the selected location.
To select a presentation’s YouTube publishing location:
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1.

Navigate to the presentation’s summary page and click Publish.

2.

Select the external publishing project you want from the YouTube drop-down list. The
external publishing project maps to the YouTube account you will use to publish
presentations.

3.

Click Save.
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Select presentation’s YouTube publishing location

Select the presentation’s iTunes publishing location
Once you have enabled podcast (audio or video) on a presentation and selected its
categories (optional), you can choose an iTunes publishing location. When you record the
presentation, Mediasite will generate the podcast. Once you set the presentation’s status
to Viewable, Mediasite will publish the podcast to the selected location
To select a presentation’s iTunes publishing location:
1.

Navigate to the presentation’s summary page and click Publish.

2.

Select the external publishing project you want from the iTunes drop-down list.

3.

Select the type of iTunes item you want to add: Podcast or Video Podcast (composite)
and click OK.

4.

Click Save.

Select presentation’s iTunes publishing location
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USING

AUTOMATED CAPTIONING
Use Mediasite Captioning to submit captioning requests through Automatic Sync
Technologies® (AST), 3Play Media, and other captioning services using the credentials for
an existing account.

Setting up automated captioning (overview)
There is a two-step process for setting up and using automated captioning using a
partner captioning service. If you are using a non-partner captioning service, there is an
additional step:
Step 1: Add an audio transcription provider template (non-partner captioning service
only). If you are using a non-partner captioning service, you must add a caption provider
template for it. Mediasite has pre-defined caption provider template templates for its
captioning service partners, Automatic Sync Technologies and 3Play Media. The settings
for these templates cannot be changed.
Step 2: Add an audio transcription profile. When you add an audio transcription
profile, you will select a caption provider template and provide the credentials and other
information used to access your account. Mediasite encrypts this information in the
database and never shares it. Information in the provider profile is used only for
submitting captioning jobs for billing purposes and querying the status of captioning
items.
When items are submitted for captioning, the audio transcription profile is used. The
media files along with a manifest describing the captioning job is submitted to the
captioning provider. The captioning provider then captions the media and posts a DFXP,
SRT, or SMI file back to Mediasite.
Step 3: Enable automated captioning on folder, presentation, template, or schedule.
When you enable automated captioning on a folder, presentation, schedule, or template,
you must select an existing caption provider profile or add a new one.
You can enable automated captioning on templates and schedules , which will enable this
feature on all presentations created using them. You can also add an audio transcription
profile dynamically when you enable automated captioning on a folder or a presentation.
However, for simplicity, this guide only describes enabling automated captioning on a folder
or presentation using an existing captioning provider profile.
For more information on enabling automated captioning on folders, templates, and
schedules, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide and ―Scheduling presentations‖ on page 61.
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Add audio transcription provider templates (non-partner captioning
services
To use a non-partner captioning service with Mediasite, you must add a caption provider
template for it. Once you add a template for a captioning service, you can choose it as a
setting in an audio transcription profile. For example, if you name the provider template
―Custom,‖ you will choose that option in the Template drop-down list when you add the
audio transcription profile.
Before your captioning service will work with Mediasite, there are additional
requirements. Your captioning provider must contact our technical support experts to
get more information on Mediasite’s captioning automation process. Your captioning
provider will then need to implement software at their end to pick up jobs submitted
for captioning and then post the captioning file back to Sonic Foundry.
Once your captioning provider implements and deploys the required code, you can
add a caption provider template in Mediasite for them. Contact our technical support
experts for more information on the Customer Assurance Portal at
www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
To add an audio transcription provider template:
1.

Click Settings > Audio Transcription Templates > Add New specify the settings for the
template:
Name: Enter a name for the provider template that will help you easily identify it.
Server URL: Enter the URL that will be used to upload projects for captioning to this

service provider.

Tracking URL Format: Enter a URL that will form the basis of URLs used to track

projects using this service provider.

Authentication Method: Select the authentication methods that will be used for this

profile:


Password: Select this option if your captioning service requires a password.



Encryption Key: Select this option if your captioning service requires an encryption

key.


Password or Encryption Key: Select this option if either a password or encryption

key can be used to connect to the captioning service.
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When an encryption key is used, users using this audio transcription template to create
an audio transcription profile can generate or import an encryption key.
Supported Caption Formats: Select the check box next to all captioning formats

supported by the provider (DFXP, SRT, SMI).

Supported Media Formats: Select the check box next to media formats supported by the

provider (WMV, MP3, MP4, WMA).
2.

Click Save. Users can now select this template to add a new audio transcription
profile or to enable automated captioning on a folder.

Add new provider profile template

Add audio transcription profile
Audio transcription profiles determine which captioning provider is used as well as the
credentials used for automated captioning.
To add an audio transcription profile:
1.

Click Settings > Audio Transcription Profiles > Add New and specify the settings:
Name: Enter a name for the profile that will help you to identify it easily.
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Description: Enter a description.
Template: Select a caption provider template from the drop-down list. The template

chosen will determine whether you need to enter a password or an encryption key to
connect to the provider.
Username and password: Enter the username and password needed to connect to the

provider service. Click Test to verify you can connect to the caption provider using
the credentials specified.

If you are using 3Play Media as the caption provider, you must already have an
account and know the credentials needed to connect to the service. If you are using
AST, you can register your encryption key on their website.
Username and encryption key: Enter the username needed to connect to the provider

service. You can generate a new key or use an existing key:

Generate Key: Click to create a new key. Once you save this encoding setting, you will

click Show Encryption Key on its summary page to view the generated key. You must
then copy the key and register it with your caption provider.
Import Key: Click to locate and select the file containing your encryption key. If not

already registered, you will have to register this key with your caption provider.
2.

Click Add.

Add new audio transcription profile
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Enable automated captioning for a presentation
You can enable automated captioning on a presentation directly from its summary page.
To enable closed-captioning for a presentation:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want. On the presentation’s summary page, click
Edit > Delivery tab.

2.

Select the Audio Transcriptions check box and select the Choose a Provider radio button.

3.

Select your audio transcription profile from the drop-down list. Click Save.

Enable automated captioning on presentation

To disable automated captioning on the presentation, clear the Audio Transcriptions
check box and click Save.
Warning:
Consider the following when disabling automated captioning on a recorded
presentation:


When you disable audio transcriptions on a presentation and a closed captioning file
has already been uploaded (manually or using a service), Mediasite deletes it.



If you have already submitted media to the captioning service, billing may still occur.



If you want to replace the file, you will have to enable this feature again, upload the
file manually or resubmit the job to your captioning service at an additional cost.

MANAGING

PRESENTATION CONTENT REVISIONS

All non-current content revisions are listed on the Presentation Content Revisions page.
Each time a user edits a presentation's media or uploads media to a presentation, a new
content revision is created. However, previous revisions are also saved for historical and
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recovery purposes. Consequently, these additional revisions and their accompanying
media files increase the storage space required.
On this page, you can review non-current content revisions. Presentations with multiple
content revisions will appear multiple times on the report, once per revision. You can
sort and filter content revisions and remove old ones as needed to reduce the amount of
storage space being used. You can also launch the Web Editor from this page to edit a
specific revision.
For each revision, the following information is available: presentation name, revision
number, file types, and file sizes. It also notes if the revision was the original media from
a media upload or media import project.
To view the content revisions on the Mediasite:
1.

Go to Analytics > Presentation Content Revisions. Use the filters to limit the revisions
listed by modification date or size.

2.

Click Edit in Web Editor to launch a specific revision in the Web Editor. The Web
Editor will open on a separate tab.

3.

To remove revisions and their associated files permanently from the Mediasite, select
the check box next to each one you want to remove (or select all by clicking check box
in the heading) and click Delete. When the confirmation message appears, click OK.

Presentation Content Revisions
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PRESENTATION

CONTENT STATUS REPORTS

In Management Portal, you will find a real-time presentation content status report. On
this page, you will see the status of transcoding and other jobs for presentations on the
server. You will also see a listing of all content types associated with each presentation.
To view the presentation content status report:

1.

Go to Analytics > Presentation Content Status.

2.

Filter the information displayed as needed by content source , status, content type
folder, creation date, or when the presentation was last modified.

3.

Click a presentation's name to view its summary page.

4.

To resubmit a presentation’s job, select the check box next to it and click Resubmit and
select the job type. For example to resubmit an MP4 transcoding job, click Resubmit >
MP4.

Sample presentation content status reports
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Catalogs are searchable, online collections of presentations on the Mediasite. Each
Mediasite has a default catalog that maps to the Mediasite folder in the Portal and its
contents. However, you can add new catalogs and make any one of them the default
catalog.
Channels are searchable, online collections of pre-selected presentations in Mediasite
Showcase. Channels do not have a hierarchy; instead, they are a flat listing of
presentations. You can optionally display catalogs as channels in Mediasite Showcase.
You can share catalogs and channels with users and embed them in web pages.

Sample catalog with video preview display
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Sample Mediasite Showcase

Mediasite Showcase is customized as part of Management Portal’s application settings
(Settings > Application Settings). For more information, see the Mediasite Configuration
Guide.
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CATALOG

OVERVIEW

Mediasite catalogs are searchable, online collections of presentations located on the
Mediasite Enterprise Video Platform. You can aggregate content in catalogs using
multiple methods, share them with users, and embed them in web pages. Additionally,
you can list catalogs (as channels) in Mediasite Showcase (video library).

Catalog options
When creating new catalogs in Management Portal, there are four options:


Custom catalogs: Catalogs that contain a mix of content from various locations.
When creating custom catalogs, you can aggregate content manually from the
catalog's Content tab (edit mode), allow users to add content to the catalog from a

presentation's Publish tab, or you can aggregate content using both methods.
Custom catalogs provide the most flexibility when organizing your presentations
because you have full control over what presentations and folders are included.


Linked catalogs: A Mediasite folder that has been published as a catalog. All
contents in the folder are visible in the catalog. The permissions assigned to
presentations and folders carry over to the linked catalog.



Search-based catalogs: Catalogs that automatically discover presentations
matching a specific search criteria in Mediasite. The presentations included in the
catalog are permission-based in that only presentations that the catalog creator
has read and write permissions for are included.



Search-filtered catalogs: You can apply search filters to linked or custom
catalogs. The filtered catalog only shows presentations that match the search
criteria. If the search filter is applied to a linked catalog (or a custom folder
containing linked folders) when new presentations are added to the
corresponding folders, users will only see presentations that match the search
criteria. My Mediasite users can publish presentations to search-filtered custom
catalogs.
User Channels in My Mediasite are linked catalogs with limited features. My
Mediasite users can manage their channels from within that application.
However, administrators can also manage users’ channels in Management Portal
from a user’s profile page (Security > User Profiles. > User channels).
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Catalog search
Catalogs are searchable. Users can enter words or phrases in the catalog’s Search field and
Mediasite will scan through the following items to locate presentations containing the
specified terms:


Indexed slide text



Presentation metadata (titles, descriptions, record date, presenters, tags,
category, and module)



Closed caption text (if available)

Users can then use the search results (in the case of slide and closed caption text) to view
the presentation at the times when the search term is found.
When searching within a catalog, the search results show in the video preview format
regardless of the original catalog layout.
Slide text is searchable only for presentations on which OCR detection has been
successfully run. When a presentation is published to Mediasite, OCR detection is
automatically done for it. In cases where OCR detection fails, you can resubmit the job.
For more information, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.

Editing catalogs
When a catalog is in edit mode, you can customize its appearance by updating its layout,
display properties, and top banner. You can also make it the default catalog as well as
download, moderate, watch, and update its presentations as needed: title, description,
status, record date and time, and links. For custom catalogs, you can also secure them
and their folders. Finally in edit mode, you can run analytics for the catalog.
For more information, see ―Launch My Mediasite‖ on page 158 and ―Updating a catalog’s
display properties‖ on page 158.
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Sample catalog, edit mode (linked catalog, image preview display)

Catalog permissions
You will assign permissions to determine who can see or manage a catalog and its
contents:
Navigating catalogs



Permissions assigned to presentations override catalog permissions. Users will only
see presentations in a catalog for which they have read permissions. They can only
watch presentations for which they have view permissions.



A user must have view permissions for a catalog (or catalog folder) to see it. Linked
catalogs and folders inherit permissions from their corresponding server folders, so
to see them a user must have view permissions for the server folders.

Managing catalogs



To modify a catalog’s (or catalog folder’s) settings, a user must have read and write
permissions for it.
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To add presentation and folders to a catalog (or catalog folder), a user must have
read and write permissions for the catalog. The user must also have read permissions
for the presentation being added. Similarly, to link a server folder to a catalog or
catalog folder, a user must have read permissions for the server folder.



To update a presentation’s settings from a catalog using My Mediasite, a user must
have read and write permissions for the presentation and execute permissions for My
Mediasite.

For more information on permissions, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.

Catalog analytics
For each catalog, you can view detailed reports showing viewing statistics for
presentations grouped in a catalog. All data can be exported to an Excel or XML file.
To view a catalog’s report, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. This launches the catalog , in edit
mode, in a separate browser tab. Click the Analytics tab.

Catalog analytics report, date activity view

For more information on the data contained in catalog reports, see ―Report details‖ on
page 174.
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ADDING

LINKED CATALOGS

The folders and presentations in a linked catalog map directly to the contents in a
Management Portal folder. So any changes you make within the folder, such as adding
new presentations or sub-folders, is reflected in the linked catalog.
You can add a friendly name or optionally apply search filters to a linked catalog during
the creation process (described below), later from the Edit tab on the catalog’s properties
page, or within the catalog itself when it is in edit mode.
To add a linked catalog:
1.

Click Publishing > Catalogs & Channels > Add Catalog and enter a name and description
for the catalog that will help you and other users identify it easily.

2.

Specify a Friendly Name for the catalog to customize its URL. This value will replace
the catalog ID number in the URL. For example, if you give a catalog ―Sample‖ as its
friendly name. the URL uses the keyword instead of the catalog ID:
URL using catalog ID:
http://myserver.mynetwork.net/Mediasite/Catalog/Full/d7af83ee-ac6f471d-b91c-7537f478cbd0/66e2d808-ab66-41ac-8e44-8c08ec30ed84
URL using keyword:
http://myserver.mynetwork.net /Mediasite/Catalog/catalogs/Sample

3.

(Optional) Select the Restrict catalog application editing to the owner check box so only
the catalog owner can launch the catalog in edit mode.

4.

If modules are available on your Mediasite, click Add Modules to link them to your
catalog.
A module is a Mediasite resource that serves as an advanced integration point. Modules
can be used to integrate Learning Management Systems (LMS) when a module in
Mediasite maps to a course in the LMS. For more information, see the Blackboard Building
Block User Guide or contact Sonic Foundry's Advanced Integration Services Team.

5.

From the Catalog content is… drop-down list, select displayed automatically from a link to
a Mediasite Folder.

6.

Click in the Link to Folder field to see a list of available folders or use the search
feature. Click on a folder to select it.
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7.

(Optional) If you want to make this a search-filtered linked catalog, select the Filter

this catalog using a search term check box. Specify the search term and select the check

box next to the presentation metadata you want included in the search.
8.

Click Save.

Add a new linked catalog

Catalog search filter options

9.
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On the catalog’s summary page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog to launch the catalog, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.
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10. Update the catalog folder settings and customize the catalog as needed. Once you
have made all of your changes, click Save.
You can also add a linked catalog by right-clicking a folder in Management Portal and
selecting Publish to Catalog. However, in this case, only the name, friendly name, and
description settings are available. Additionally, in the dialog, you will see a listing of all
catalogs that have been published using this folder.

ADDING

SEARCH-BASED CATALOGS

Search-based catalogs automatically discover presentations matching specific search
criteria. The presentations included in the catalog are permission-based in that only
presentations that the catalog creator has read and write permissions for are included.
To add a search-based catalog:

1.

Click Publishing > Catalogs & Channels > Add Catalog and enter a name and description
for the catalog that will help you and other users identify it easily.

2.

Specify a Friendly Name for the catalog to customize its URL. This value will replace
the catalog ID number in the URL. For example, if you give a catalog ―Sample‖ as its
friendly name. the URL uses the keyword instead of the catalog ID:
URL using catalog ID:
http://myserver.mynetwork.net/Mediasite/Catalog/Full/d7af83ee-ac6f471d-b91c-7537f478cbd0/66e2d808-ab66-41ac-8e44-8c08ec30ed84
URL using keyword:
http://myserver.mynetwork.net /Mediasite/Catalog/catalogs/Sample

3.

Select the Restrict catalog application editing to the owner check box so only the catalog
owner can launch the catalog in edit mode.

4.

If modules are available on your Mediasite, click Add Modules to link them to your
catalog.
A module is a Mediasite resource that serves as an advanced integration point. Modules
can be used to integrate Learning Management Systems (LMS) when a module in
Mediasite maps to a course in the LMS. For more information, see the Blackboard Building
Block User Guide or contact Sonic Foundry's Advanced Integration Services Team.
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5.

From the Catalog content is… drop-down list, select aggregated using a Search Term.

6.

Specify the search term and select the check box next to the presentation metadata
you want included in the search. For example, if you want to search only titles and
tags, select the check box next to each of these items.

7.

Click Save.

8.

On the newly added catalog’s summary page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog to launch
the catalog, in edit mode, in a separate browser tab. Customize the catalog as needed.

9.

Once you have made all of your changes, click Save.

Add search-based catalog

ADDING

CUSTOM CATALOGS

Custom catalogs provide the most flexibility when organizing your presentations
because you have full control over what presentations and folders are included.
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When creating custom catalogs, you can aggregate content manually from the catalog’s
Content tab, you can allow users to add content to the catalog from a presentation’s Publish
tab, or you can aggregate content using both methods.
You can add a friendly name or optionally apply search filters to a custom catalog during
the creation process (described below), later from the Edit tab on the catalog’s properties
page, or within the catalog itself when it is in edit mode.
You cannot apply search filters to custom catalogs with content published only from a
presentation’s Publish tab. However, custom catalogs created in this manner can have
terms and conditions agreements linked to them. When a catalog creator links a terms and
conditions agreement to a catalog, users must accept the agreement before they can
publish to it.
To add a custom catalog:
1.

Click Publishing > Catalogs & Channels > Add New > Catalog and enter a name and
description for the catalog that will help you and other users identify it easily.

2.

Specify a Friendly Name for the catalog to customize its URL. This value will replace
the catalog ID number in the URL. For example, if you give a catalog ―Sample‖ as its
friendly name. the URL uses the keyword instead of the catalog ID:
URL using catalog ID:
http://myserver.mynetwork.net/Mediasite/Catalog/Full/d7af83ee-ac6f471d-b91c-7537f478cbd0/66e2d808-ab66-41ac-8e44-8c08ec30ed84
URL using keyword:
http://myserver.mynetwork.net /Mediasite/Catalog/catalogs/Sample

3.

(Optional) Select the Restrict catalog application editing to the owner check box so only
the catalog owner can launch the catalog in edit mode.

4.

If modules are available on your Mediasite, click Add Modules to link them to your
catalog.
A module is a Mediasite resource that serves as an advanced integration point. Modules
can be used to integrate Learning Management Systems (LMS) when a module in
Mediasite maps to a course in the LMS. For more information, see the Blackboard Building
Block User Guide or contact Sonic Foundry's Advanced Integration Services Team.

5.

From the Catalog content is… drop-down list, select the method you want to use to add
content to the catalog:
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aggregated manually using the Mediasite Catalog Application: Select this option to create a

custom catalog that will include content (presentations, folders, and linked folders)
added manually from the catalog's Content tab.
aggregated using a Presentation's Publish Tab: Select this option to create a custom

catalog that will only include content published from a presentation's Publish tab.
Presentations can be published to this catalog from My Mediasite and Management
Portal. Additionally, you can associate terms and conditions agreements with these
catalogs.
6.

(Optional) If you are adding content manually, select the Show catalog in Presentation’s
Publish Tab check box to allow users to publish from a presentation’s Publish tab also.

Add custom catalog (aggregate content manually and using Publish tab)
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Add custom catalog (aggregate content from Publish tab)

7.

(Optional) If you are adding content manually, select the Filter this catalog using a
search term check box to make this a search-filtered custom catalog. Select the Show
folder navigation when displaying presentations check box to display folders in the

catalog. Specify the search term and select the check box next to the presentation
metadata you want included in the search.

Catalog search filter options (manually aggregated content only)
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8.

Click Save. Additional options are available when you click Edit on the catalog’s
properties page.

9.

(Optional) If you are aggregating content from the Publish tab, click Edit > Add Terms &
Conditions and select the terms and conditions agreement you want to associate with

this catalog. Users must accept this agreement before they can publish to this catalog.
10. Click Edit > Launch in Catalog to launch the catalog, in edit mode, in a separate
browser tab.
11. Update the catalog’s folder settings, assign permissions, and customize the catalog as
needed.
12. If you are adding content manually, add presentations, folders, and linked folders to
the catalog as needed. Once you have made all of your changes, click Save.

ADDING

CONTENT TO CUSTOM CATALOGS

Once you add a custom catalog, users with the appropriate permissions can add
presentations, folders, and linked folders to it.

Considerations when adding content to custom catalogs
There are some important differences when adding content to a custom catalog using a
presentation’s Publish tab versus adding it from the catalog’s Edit tab.
Presentation’s Publish tab
When a user publishes a presentation in Management Portal or My Mediasite to a catalog
from its Publish tab:


A terms and conditions agreement may be associated with a catalog if it is
restricted to publishing from the Publish tab only. A user must accept the
agreement to publish content to a custom catalog with this feature enabled.



Mediasite adds the content as a presentation shortcut in the catalog. The shortcut
inherits the catalog’s owner.



Presentation shortcuts use the following simplified permissions in place of the
presentation’s original permissions: Everyone, Logged-In Users, and Anyone who has
access to the catalog.
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Only the catalog’s owner can update or remove the published content
(presentation shortcut) using the catalog’s edit features ( Content tab).
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Catalog’s Edit tab
When content creators add content, typically in bulk, to a custom catalog from the Content
tab:


Terms and conditions agreements are NOT associated with custom catalogs that
allow users to add content from the catalog’s Content tab.



When users add presentations to the catalog, they retain ownership of them and
can remove them from the catalog (Content tab).



Presentations retain their original permissions.

Publish to catalog from presentation
Management Portal and My Mediasite users with appropriate permissions can publish
presentations, as shortcuts, to catalogs with this feature enabled.
To publish a presentation to a custom catalog:
1.

Navigate to the presentation you want and click Publish on its properties page.

2.

Select the catalog you want from the Catalog drop-down list.

3.

If there is a terms and conditions agreement associated with this catalog, select the I
acknowledge that I have read and agree to the above terms and conditions check box.

4.

From the Make available to drop-down list, select who you want to view the
presentation:
Everyone: Allows both anonymous and users logged into Mediasite to watch the

presentation.

Logged-in Users: Allows only users logged into Mediasite to watch the presentation.
Anyone who has access to the catalogs: Allows any user who has access to the catalog

to watch the presentation.
5.

Click Add to publish the presentation as a shortcut in the catalog. Click Save.
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Publish presentation to custom catalog (Publish tab)

Add presentations manually (catalog’s Content tab)
To add presentations to a custom catalog manually:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

In the Content tab, right-click the root folder and select Add Presentations.

Add presentations to custom catalog

3.
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When you add presentations, you can use the folder view or the search feature. In the
folder view, navigate to the folder you want and select it. A list of presentations in
the selected folder appears. To do a search, click Search. Enter all or part of the title
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for the presentation you are seeking and click Search. A list of presentations meeting
the search criteria appears.
4.

Select the check boxes next to the presentations you want to add to the catalog folder
and click Save.

Add presentations to custom catalog, folder view

Add folders
To add a folder to a custom catalog:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

In the Content tab, right-click the root folder, select Add New Folder, and enter a name
and description for the folder.

3.

Optionally, specify a Folder Shortcut Keyword. The URL as it will appear is shown.

4.

Click Save.
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Add new folder to custom catalog

You will add content to a catalog folder in the same manner you would for a custom
catalog. If you want to add a folder or presentation to a catalog folder, you must first
expand its parent folder. For more information, see ―Adding custom catalog‖ on page
148.

Add linked folders
To add a linked folder to a custom catalog:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

In the Content tab, right-click the root folder, select Add Linked Folder, select a folder,
and click Save. If a folder has sub-folders this will be indicated with a >. To view a
folder’s sub-folders, click the folder.
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Add linked folder to custom catalog

3.

Right-click the newly added linked folder, choose Edit Folder from the drop-down list,
and update the settings as needed.

4.

Click Save.

Remove presentation
To remove a presentation from a custom catalog, select the check box next to it and click
Remove. A confirmation message appears. Click OK. The presentation is removed from the
catalog.

Remove presentation from custom catalog
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LAUNCH MY MEDIASITE
From a catalog, you can launch My Mediasite, which you will use to update a
presentation's settings and do other presentation management tasks.
To launch My Mediasite:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

Navigate to the catalog folder containing the presentation you want to manage.

3.

Click My Mediasite. My Mediasite launches in a separate window and displays the
presentation’s property page.

4.

Manage the presentation as needed. To update it, click Edit and update the
presentation as needed. Click Save.

Launch My Mediasite

In some layouts, such as the calendar layout, you must first click the presentation to
select it and then click the link. In others, such as the video preview layout, the link
appears above the presentation details.
Permissions still apply when launching My Mediasite from the catalog so you can only
update a presentation if you have write permission for it.

UPDATING

A CATALOG’S DISPLAY PROPERTIES

Update a catalog’s display properties to customize its look—the colors and top banner
image used, how presentations are displayed in it, the availability of the presentation
search feature as well as the RSS feed, and e-mail settings. You can also enable RSS feeds
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on them. RSS feeds allow users and search engines to access the catalog’s metadata,
however, the content remains secure because Mediasite only allows authorized users to
play back presentations. Finally, you can use these settings to make a catalog the default
one. Mediasite includes a layout for mobile devices. This layout can also be used with
screen readers.

Sample catalog, mobile device view

Sample catalog, presentation in mobile device view
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Update a catalog’s layout
To update a catalog’s layout:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

Click Settings > Catalog Layout.

3.

Select how you want presentations and information about them to appear in the
catalog:
Presentation Cards: Select to display a virtual business card with a summary for each

presentation.

Video Preview: Select to display each presentation with a video preview so users can

browse through presentations before viewing them.

Table: Select to display presentations in a list with borders. Choosing this option

saves space.

Calendar: Select to display presentations in a calendar similar to Microsoft Outlook.
Mobile: Select this view if the majority of your audience will be viewing the catalog

from mobile devices. This is a simplified view of the catalog that is easy to navigate.
When a user views a catalog on a mobile device, it automatically uses the mobile
layout regardless of the catalog layout selected. Tablet devices will use the specified
layout.
Presenter Name: Select check box to display the primary presenter’s name
Type: Select to display whether presentation is live or on-demand.
Date: Select to display the record date.
Time: Select to display the record time.
Duration: Select to display the length of the presentation.
Description: Select to display the presentation description button.
Links: Select to display the external links associated with the presentation.
Presentations per page: Specify the number of presentations you want on each page.
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Default Sort: Select how presentations are organized when a user first launches the

catalog. By default, presentations are sorted by date in descending (most recent
presentations displayed first) order.

Preview Player for Catalog: Choose from the drop-down lists what Player you want

used when users preview a presentation from the catalog.
4.

Click Preview to see how your catalog looks with the selected settings. Click Save.

Catalog layout properties

Update a catalog’s display settings
To update a catalog’s display settings:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

Click Settings > Display Properties.

3.

Specify the general, RSS, and email settings:
Catalog Theme: Select a theme from the drop-down list to determine the colors used

for the catalog and the navigation controls’ location. A preview of a catalog with the
selected theme is displayed directly below the drop-down list.
This is the default catalog: Select the check box if you want this catalog to use the

default catalog URL, which has the following format:

http://<server IP address or domain name>/<Mediasite_name>/Catalog
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Use these settings as default for all new catalogs: Select the check box to have all new

catalogs use the properties specified for this catalog. You can always update the
settings for new catalogs.
Allow catalog links: Select the check box to provide a link on the catalog page that

allows users to share catalog link or embed it in a website.

Allow presentation download: Select the check box to allow users to download portable

presentations and MP3 files from the catalog.

For more information, see ―Downloading portable presentations‖ on page 92.
Allow login controls: Select this check box to allow users to log in and out of Mediasite

from the catalog.

Display presentation views: Select this check box to show, for each presentation, the

number of times users have watched it.

Allow RSS feed: Select the check box to provide a RSS feed on the catalog page. Users

can subscribe to the catalog’s RSS feed and receive updates when a new presentation
is added to the catalog. Turning on a catalog’s RSS feed also allows search engines to
index the catalog.
RSS feeds are not secure. Presentation meta data will be visible to the public even
though a user might not have permissions to view presentations.
Max items in feed: From the drop-down list, select the maximum number of items that

will appear in the RSS feed at any given time.

Limit feed to these dates: Use the drop-down lists to select the date range of the RSS

feed.

Allow email invitation: Select the check box to provide a link on the catalog page that

allows users to send email invitations with the catalog’s URL.

Use email validation image: Select to display a verification box in e-mail invitation

forms. To prevent emails from being used for spam, users will have to enter the
characters displayed before they can send an e-mail invitation for a catalog.

If your Mediasite administrator has enabled email validation images as part of the
email settings, you cannot disable this feature.
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Catalog display properties, general and RSS/email settings

4.

Click Preview to see how your catalog looks with the selected settings. Click Save.

Update a catalog’s top banner
To update a catalog’s top banner:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Launch in Catalog. The catalog opens, in
edit mode, in a separate browser tab.

2.

Click Settings > Top Banner

3.

Update the catalog banner as needed:
Display Top Banner: Select to show a top banner on the catalog page.
Position banner to the left: Select radio button to align banner to the left of the page.
Position banner to the right: Select radio button to align banner to the right of the page.
Top Banner Image Upload: Browse to the image you want to use for the top banner.

The recommended size of the image is 50 pixels x 700 pixels.

Top Banner Area Background Fill: Select the background fill color for the top banner

area from the drop-down list or enter the color code in the adjacent box.

Top Banner Link: Enter a URL to link the top banner to a web address. When a user

clicks on the Top Banner image in the catalog, the specified web address will load in
another browser window.
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Catalog top banner properties

4.

LISTING

Click Preview to see how your catalog looks with the selected settings. Click Save.

CATALOGS IN

MEDIASITE SHOWCASE

When catalogs are listed as channels in Mediasite Showcase, the content will remain the
same. However, the folder groupings in the original catalog will be lost as channels
display all presentations at the same level (no hierarchy). You can list a catalog after it is
created (described below) or while you are creating a new one.
To list a catalog in Mediasite Showcase:
1.

On the catalog’s properties page, click Edit > Showcase Options. Select the List in
Showcase check box. Once you select this option, additional options become available:
Select as Spotlight: Select check box to highlight the channel in Mediasite Showcase.

Only one channel can be spotlighted in Showcase so this will replace the channel
currently being highlighted.

Channel Thumbnail: To add a thumbnail for the channel, click Select a file to navigate to

the image you want to use.

Use Showcase Registration: Select check box to require users to register before they can

view presentations on this channel. Registration allows you to collect information
about people accessing your presentation. A user will be prompted to enter their first
and last name, email address, passcode, and any other additional criteria you choose
before viewing the presentation. This information, along with the IP address and
date of registration, is collected and can be viewed or exported by the administrator.
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5.

Click Save. Click View channel to launch Mediasite Showcase in a new browser tab.
The newly listed channel is displayed.

List catalog in Showcase

Catalog listed as channel in Mediasite Showcase

Permissions assigned to presentations override channel permissions. Users will only
see presentations for which they have the appropriate permissions in Mediasite
Showcase. A user must have view permissions for a channel to see it.

Share a channel
Once you have listed a catalog as a channel in Showcase, you can share it:

1.

Click View channel to launch the channel in a new window.

2.

Click Embed on the channel page and share your channel using the options below::
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Send link via instant message (IM), email, or social network: Copy the URL
provided in the Link to Channel field and paste it into the email, IM, or social
networking application you are using.
Embed in a website: Copy the code provided in the Embed This Page field and paste
it into the application you are using to update your website.

Share channel with your audience

SHARING

CATALOGS

You can share your catalogs and catalog folders with your audience by sending email
invitations, embedding them in websites, or copying and pasting their links directly into
email or instant message (IM) applications.

Send an email invitation for a catalog or catalog folder
When you have a series of live or on-demand presentations that occur regularly, for
example as part of an online class, you can send email invitations for catalogs or catalog
folders containing the presentations. In the email invitation, a link to the corresponding
catalog page and a list of the presentations are provided. Viewers can play presentations
from the catalog.
To send an email for a catalog or catalog folder:
1.
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Click View catalog to launch the catalog. Click Email on the catalog or catalog folder’s
page. An email form opens with the invitation text.
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2.

Enter the source and destination email addresses, update the invitation text as
needed, and click Send.

Email invitation for catalog

To send email for a catalog or catalog folder, this property must be enabled for the item.
For more information, see ―Adding linked catalog‖ on page 144 and ―Adding custom
catalog‖ on page 148.

Share link for a catalog or catalog folder
To share the link for a catalog or catalog folder in an e-mail or IM application:
1.

Click View catalog to launch the catalog. Click Links on the catalog or catalog folder’s
page.

2.

Select the text in the Link to catalog field and copy it.

3.

Paste the text in your email or IM application and send it as you would do normally.

Embed a catalog or catalog folder in a website
Embed a catalog or catalog folder within your website to make your presentations
readily accessible to your users from a convenient location.
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To embed a catalog or catalog folder in a website:
1.

Click View catalog to launch the catalog. Click Links on the catalog or catalog folder’s
page.

2.

Select the text in the Paste HTML to embed in website field and copy it.

3.

Paste the text in the application you are using to add content to your website.

Catalog link sharing options

MODERATING

PRESENTATIONS IN A CATALOG

To moderate presentations from a catalog:
1.

Click View catalog to launch the catalog. Navigate to the catalog folder containing the
presentation you want to moderate.

2.

Click Moderate. A separate browser window opens with a list of questions that
audience members have submitted.

3.

On the moderation page you will reply to and manage questions from the audience.
When an audience member submits a question, select, accept, delete, print, or
respond to the question via email using the provided buttons..

SUBSCRIBING

TO A CATALOG’S

RSS

FEED

Users can subscribe to a catalog’s RSS feed and will receive updates when new
presentations are added to it.
1.
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Click View catalog to launch the catalog. Click RSS in the upper-right corner of the
catalog or catalog folder page. A new browser window opens.
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2.

Subscribe to the catalog from this page. The steps for subscribing will vary slightly
depending on the web browser you are using. For example, when using Internet
Explorer you will click Subscribe to this feed. When the dialog box appears you will
click Subscribe.

Example of subscribing to catalog in Firefox web browser

ENABLING

REGISTRATION ON CATALOGS

You can enable registration on a catalog to collect information about people accessing it.
A user will be prompted to enter their first and last name, email address, passcode, and
any other additional criteria you choose before viewing the catalog. Administrators can
view or export this information, along with the IP address and date of registration.
To enable registration on a catalog:
1.

Click Publishing > Catalogs & Channels and click the catalog you want. Click Registration
on the catalog’s properties page.

2.

Select the Enable Registration check box and specify the following:
Pass Code: If you would like to distribute a pass code to your viewers and require

them to enter it before viewing the catalog, specify the desired code. If you leave this
field blank, then anyone with the link can access the catalog after filling out the
registration form.

Catalog Registration, enable, specify passcode and banner message, standard login option
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Banner Message: Enter the text you want displayed at the top of the registration form.

If this field is left blank, the default text of "Please register to access the requested
Mediasite content" will be displayed.
Hide the standard login form link: If this is unchecked, a link will be shown at the

bottom of the page that allows existing Mediasite users to authenticate via the
standard Mediasite login form. Checking this box will require users to fill out the
registration form, even if they already have a Mediasite login.
Banner Image: Use this to upload a custom image for the banner displayed at the top

of the registration page.

Banner Background Color: Enter a value for the color, or use the color chooser tool, to

set a background fill color for the banner area.

Custom Fields: By default only first name, last name, and email addresses are collected

when viewers register. Click Add New to add fields to the registration form for any

additional data you want to collect. Select the Required check box to make the item a
required field.
3.

Click Save.

Catalog Registration. Banner settings and custom fields

To view registration data, click Registrants on the catalog’s Summary page. This will launch
the Registration page in a separate browser window. On this page, you will see the total
number of registrants and the data collected. Click Export to Excel to export the data
collected.
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CREATING REPORTS
In this chapter, you will learn how to use Management Portal to create new reports, in
addition to the pre-defined weekly and daily reports, that show how your Mediasite is
being used and by whom.
When you create reports, you can specify date ranges and apply filters that allow you to
include only data that is useful to you. You can also add recurrence to reports, share
reports, and export report data to Microsoft Excel or XML files.
In addition, you can use Management Portal to view real-time data showing what
presentations are currently being watched and by whom on the Mediasite.

GETTING

STARTED WITH REPORTING

Before you get started, it is important to understand what types of reports are available
and what information they contain. You must have permissions to manage and access
reports in the Portal to use reporting.

Report types
You can create the following types of reports using Management Portal:


Presentation Statistics: Provides data showing how many of your presentations are
being watched and by whom during any given time period.



Presenter Statistics: Provides data showing how many of a presenter's (or a group of
presenters) presentations are being watched and by whom.



User Statistics: Provides data showing a specific user's (or a group of users) viewing
activities over any given time period.



Server Statistics: Provides data that gives you a snap shot of Mediasite usage during
any given time period.



Authoring Statistics: Provides data showing how much content a presenter (or a
group of presenters) has created on the Mediasite.
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Catalog Statistics: Provides viewing statistics for presentations grouped in a catalog.



Download Statistics: Provides data showing which presentations have been
downloaded, how often, and by whom.

Real-time reports
In addition to the reports described above, there are two real-time reports available:
What’s Being Watched: Tracks in real-time which presentations are currently being
watched on the Mediasite. Also allows you to see what platforms (browsers, systems,
players, media plug-ins) are being used to view presentations. When the report is
refreshed, if the number of connections increase the display number increases in size and
turns green for a couple seconds, when they decrease the display number turns red. For
example, if the number of live connections increases from 1 to 5, you will see an enlarged
green 5 after the refresh. .

What’s being watched report

Who’s Watching: Click a presentation on the What’s Being Watched page to see connection
history, including user information and amount of time users have been viewing. You
can also view the platforms being used to view presentation.
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Who’s watching report

Pre-defined reports
For each report type, there are two pre-defined reports, one showing daily statistics and
the other showing weekly statistics. For example, for the presentation statistics report, the
pre-defined Daily Presentations Statistics report shows statistics for all presentations,
folders, presenters, users, and IP addresses for that day.

Daily Presentation Statistics Report Details

Click the link for a pre-defined report to view its data and on its summary page click Run.
You can view and edit the settings for pre-defined reports as well as create new reports
based on them.
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Report details
Below are general descriptions of some of the details you will find when you run a
report.
Results summary
For all reports, a results summary is displayed along with graphical information (also can
be displayed as a list) containing the report’s data points. The results summary includes
the following information:


Total views: The total number of times the presentations specified in the report was
watched (includes live and on-demand views).



Views (x live views, y on-demand views): The number of times the presentations
specified in the report was watched live and on-demand.



Watched (x of y): The number of presentations watched out of the total number of
presentations included in the report.



Time: The total amount of time (h:mm:ss) users spent watching the selected
presentations.



Peak: The highest number of concurrent views for the presentation.



Clients (x User, y IP Address): The number of unique users who have viewed the
presentations. The number of unique IP addresses used to view the presentations.

Each time a user opens a presentation and clicks the Play button, it is counted as one (1)
view. Pausing and restarting a presentation in the same session is not considered a
separate view.
In server statistics reports, you will also have the following data:
Clients (x User, y IP Address, z referrers): The number of unique users who have
viewed the presentations. The number of unique IP addresses used to view the
presentations. The number of unique machines or sites from which users began watching
the presentations, for example, when presentations have been embedded or their links
shared.
In presenter statistics reports, you will also have the following data:
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Watched (x of y presentations, x of y presenters): The number of presentations
watched out of the total number of presentations included in the report. The number
of presenters’ presentations watched out of all presenters included in report.
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Presentation, presenter, authoring, and user statistics reports
The data displayed in presentation, presenter, user, and authoring statistics reports
depend on the top-level view selected. The top-level views include statistic type
(presentation, presenter, and user), date activity, and platform. For example, in a
presentation statistics report, the top-level views are:
Presentation (statistic type): Click Presentations to view data for each presentation
included in the report. The data can be sorted by attribute (presentation, total views, etc.)
as well as in ascending and descending order. The data can be displayed as a bar graph
or as a list. Drill down support is available for each item. For example, clicking on a
presentation will display its Presentation Summary report.

Sample Presentation Statistics Report (Presentations View)
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Date Activity: Click Date Activity to view graphical data and a grid showing the viewing
growth, total number of views, and peak connections for presentations specified in the
report. You can view the data by day or month. Mouse-over a point in the graph to see
details for a specific data point. For example, when displaying the date activity graph
with the Show Views and By Day options selected, you will see the number of views on a
particular day.

Presentation Statistics Report (Date Activity View, Viewing Growth)

Platforms: Click Platform to see graphical data showing the total views for each browser,
platform, system, player and media plugin supported in Mediasite. You can change the
information displayed and the graphical style, using the Show and Style drop-down lists,
respectively.

Platforms, bar graph
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Summary (presentation, user, and presenter) reports
When you view a report, you can click on a presentation, presenter, or user’s link to view
its summary report. The data available will vary by report. Many of the reports contain
the same data you will find at the top-level but for the selected item only.
In some reports, there will be additional information (views). For example, in a
presentation summary report also includes information about users, IP addresses, and
viewing trends in addition to date activity and platforms. For many of these views, you
can drill down even further.

Presentation summary report

Below are descriptions of some of the additional reports you may find in summary
reports as you drill down for additional data in the presentation summary report.
Viewing trends: Many of the reports use bar graphs and pie charts to display data but
the viewing trends report shows an intensity graph that highlights which parts of
presentations were viewed most. Views less than 60 seconds in duration are not
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displayed in the graph and grid. You can view trends for all users or click on a user in the
grid to view their individual session report and gain granular insight into trends.
You can select the display format for the viewing trends data: a multi-colored intensity
(heat) graph with different colors representing the amount of views, a monochromatic
intensity graph with increasing intensity (deeper color) representing higher number of
views, or a linear graph representing the total number of views.

Viewing trends data (Heat)

Users: In this view, you can see which users viewed the presentation, the number of
views they had and what percentage of the presentation they viewed. You can sort the
information displayed by user, total views, coverage, etc.
Click the link for the user to view the user summary report with date activity, viewing
trends and platform views.

Presentation summary report (Users view)
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User summary report (Date Activity view)

Each time a user opens a presentation and clicks the Play button, it is counted as one (1)
view. Pausing and restarting a presentation in the same session is not considered a
separate view.

IP Addresses: In this view, you can see which IP addresses were used to view the
presentation, the number of views they had and the percentage of the presentation
viewed. You can sort the information displayed by IP address, total views, coverage, etc.
Click the link for a user to view the IP address summary report with date activity,
viewing trends and platform views.
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Presentation summary report (IP Addresses view)

IP address summary report (viewing trends view)

For more information on specific details included in the different reports available, see ―Creating
new reports‖ on page 188.
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Report data definitions
Below are definitions for some of the data you may find in your reports:
Report data
Air Date
Average Time
Watched

Browsers

Coverage

Downloads
Download
Time
Download
Type
Duration
End
First Authored
First
Downloaded
First Watched
Folder
Hostname
IP Address
Last Active

Definition
Date and time presentation was made available for viewing.
Average total time watched per view. Example: A user opens a
presentation and watches the first 30 minutes of a presentation, pauses
the video, seeks back to the start and watches for 40 minutes. The user
spent a total of 70 minutes watching the presentation (total time
watched). If that was the only view for the user, the user’s average time
watched would be 70 minutes. If the user logged in again and watched
the first 30 minutes again, the average time watched for that user would
be 50 minutes, i.e. (70 + 30) / 2 = 50 minutes.
Browsers (Chrome, IE, Firefox, Safari) used to view presentation (s). Total
views shown are the number of time presentation(s) were watched live
and on-demand using a particular browser.
The amount of presentation watched by user(s). Example: A user opens
a presentation and watches the first 30 minutes of a presentation, pauses
the video, seeks back to the start and watches for 40 minutes. The
coverage for this user is 40 minutes. i.e. the user spent a total of 70
minutes watching the presentation (total time watched), but in that time
the user only ‘covered’ the first 40 minutes of the presentation.
Number of downloads over specific time range.
Date and time download occurred.
Type of download, MP3 or Publish to Go.
The presentation's length (h:mm:ss).
End date and time for time period over which an activity is being
measured (total views, presentations authored, etc.).
Date and time presenter (s) first created a presentation.
Date and time first download occurred.
Date and time a presentation was first watched.
Mediasite folder in which presentation is located.
Name (e.g. mycomputer.mynetwork.net) or IP address of computer used
to view presentation.
IP address of computer used to view presentation.
Date and time user last interacted with a presentation (viewed, answered
poll, submitted a question, etc.).
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Report data
Last Authored
Last
Downloaded
Last Watched
Live Views

Media Plugins

MP3
Downloads
On-Demand
Views

Opened
Peak
Connections
Players

Presentations
Authored
Presentations
Available
Presentations
Downloaded
Presentation
Source
Presentation
Title
Presentations
Watched
Presenter
Presenters
Available
Publish to Go
Downloads
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Definition
Date and time presenter (s) last created a presentation.
Date and time last download occurred.
Date and time a presentation was last watched.
Total number of times presentation (s) was viewed live. Each time a user
opens a live presentation and clicks the Play button, it is counted as one
(1) view.
Media Plugins (Silverlight, Unknown, HTML5) used to view presentation
(s). Total views shown are the number of time presentation(s) were
watched live and on-demand using a particular media plugin.
Total number of MP3 downloads.
Total number of times presentation (s) was viewed on-demand. Each time
a user opens a presentation and clicks the Play button, it is counted as
one (1) view. Pausing and restarting a presentation in the same session is
not considered a separate view.
Date and time user opened presentation for viewing.
The highest number of concurrent views for presentation(s).
Players (Javascript, HTML) used to view presentation (s). Total views
shown are the number of time presentation(s) were watched live and ondemand using a particular player.
The number of presentations created by presenter(s).
Total number of presentations.
Total number of presentations for which a Publish to Go or MP3
download was done.
The source of presentation’s content—hardware recorder, desktop
recorder, media upload.
Title of presentation included in report.
Total number of presentations watched.
The presenter that authored or is featured in presentation.
Total number of presenters included in report.
Total number of Publish to Go downloads.
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Report data
Referrer
Session Type
Shortcuts
Authored
Shortcut Title
Start
Systems

Time Watched
(h:mm:ss)

Total Authored
Total Content
Total
Downloads
Total IP
Addresses
Total
Presentations
Total
Presenters
Total Referrers
Total Time
Watched
Total Users
Total Views

Username

Definition
Method by which a presentation was accessed, server name or a direct
link.
How user viewed a presentation, live or on-demand.
The number of presentation shortcuts created by presenter(s).
Title of shortcut included in report.
Start date and time for time period over which an activity is being
measured (total views, presentations authored, etc.).
Systems (Windows 7, Mac OS X, Windows Vista, iPad, etc.) used to view
presentation(s). Total views shown are the number of time
presentation(s) were watched live and on-demand using a particular
system.
The amount of time a user watched a presentation. If a user goes back
and forth in a presentation, the time watched can be longer than the
presentation. Example: A user opens a presentation and watches the first
30 minutes of a presentation, pauses the video, seeks back to the start
and watches for 40 minutes. The total time user spent watching the
presentation is 70 minutes.
The total number of presentations created by presenter (s).
The amount (h:mm:ss) of content created by or featuring presenter(s).
Total number of Publish to Go and MP3 downloads.
The total number of unique IP addresses used to watch presentation(s).
Total number of presentations included in report.
Total number of presenters included in report.
Total number of ways presentations were accessed, server name or direct
link.
The total amount of time (h:mm:ss) users spent watching the selected
presentations.
The total number of unique users who watched presentation(s).
The total number of times the presentations specified in the report were
watched (includes live and on-demand views). Each time a user opens a
presentation and clicks the Play button, it is counted as one (1) view.
Pausing and restarting a presentation in the same session is not
considered a separate view.
Mediasite username used to view a presentation.
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Report data
% Watched

FILTERING

Definition
The amount of presentation watched by user(s) in percentage.
Example: A user opens a presentation and watches the first 30 minutes of
a 60 minute presentation, pauses the video, seeks back to the start and
watches for 40 minutes. The total time watched is 40 minutes so the
percentage watched is 67%.

REPORT DATA

Before you run a new report, you can limit the data retrieved for your reports by
specifying report options, applying filters, and including or excluding data from certain
IP addresses. This insures that you only see the data that you want. You can also specify
the data range and time zone used for a report. The filters available depend on the report
type.

Report options
Select the following report options on the new report’s properties page:
Include Items with Zero views: Select check box to include presentations with zero views in

a report. For example, if you create a new presentation statistics report for a specific set of
users or a user report for a specific set of presentations, you’ll be able to see which
presentations users haven’t viewed yet.
Portal view items: Select the Include Management Portal views check box to include

presentations that were launched via Management Portal.

Include Management Portal views: Select check box to include presentations that were

launched via Management Portal.

Include My Mediasite views: Select check box to include presentations that were launched

via My Mediasite.
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Report options

Specify filters
There are different filters available for each report type. You can apply one or more of
the available filters to a report:
Add Presentations: Click and browse to the folders containing the presentations you want

to include, select the check boxes next to the presentations you want, and click Add.

Add Folders: Click and select the check box next to folders you want to include. Click Add.

If you do not want to include sub-folders in the selected folders, clear the Include
subfolders check box.

Add Catalogs: Click and select the check boxes next to catalogs you want to include. Click
Add.

Add Presenters: Click and select the check boxes next to presenters you want to include.

Click Add.

Add Users: Click and enter the user IDs for the users you want to include making sure to

separate them with a semi-colon. Click Add.
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Report filters

Include or exclude IP ranges
When you create reports, filter out data from specific users by excluding data from
certain IP addresses. For example, to filter out the activities of internal viewers in your
organization, you would exclude the IP address range for users in your organization.
Similarly, to view only the activities of users in your organization, you would include
only the IP addresses in that range. You can filter out IP addresses by specifying an IP
range or by specifying an IP address and subnet mask.
To filter out IP addresses, do the following on the new report’s properties page:
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1.

Click Add IP Addresses and choose IPv4 or IPv6 and Address or Range from the Format
drop-down lists.

2.

Choose Include or Exclude from the Type drop-down list to include or exclude,
respectively, the specified IP addresses.

3.

If you selected Range, enter the IP addresses in the From and To fields. If you selected
Address, enter the IP address in the appropriate fields.

4.

Click Add. Repeat for each IP address or IP range you want to include or exclude.
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Report, specify IP address

Specify the date range and time zone
For each report, you will specify the time range you want covered and the time zone.
Specify date range
On the new report’s properties page, choose the time period you want to cover in the
report from the Date Range drop-down list. To enter specific dates, choose Custom dates
and select the start and end dates using the calendars.
Specify time zone
Instead of using the Mediasite’s time zone in a report, you can specify a different time
zone. This is helpful when the server is located in a different time zone, but you want to
see data using your local time.
To specify the reporting time zone, do the following on the new report’s properties page:
1.

From the task bar, select the type of report you want and on the bottom of the page
click Reporting Time Zone.

2.

Select a time zone from the drop-down list and click OK.

You can specify the time zones available in the drop-down list as part of the Mediasite settings.
For more information, see the Mediasite Configuration Guide.
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Specify report’s date range and time zone

ADDING

RECURRENCE

You can create recurring reports that the Mediasite will run at the specified interval.
Optionally, you can have a link the report’s results sent to the desired recipients.
To add recurrence to a report, do the following on the new report’s properties page:
1.

Click Add Recurrence and specify the following settings:
Start Date: Specify the date the Scheduler will begin creating presentations.
Repeats: Select how often the selected operations should be done: One Time Only, Daily,
Weekly, Monthly, or Yearly. Other options become available based on the item selected

in this drop-down list. Select the appropriate settings for your report.
End: Select the check box to add an end date using the calendar.

2.
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Click Save.
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Add Recurrence dialog

3.

Once you save the recurrence details, the Result Expiration and Email Notification
settings appear.
Expire after __Days: Select this radio button if you want the results to expire after a

certain period of time. Adjust the time period as needed. The default is 30 days.

Save Results: Select this option if you want to save the results each time the report is

run.

Notify on Result Completion: Select this check box if you want the results automatically

sent each time the report is run. Enter the email addresses for the sender and
recipients.

Report recurrence details
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CREATING

NEW REPORTS

You can create and save new reports based on the five report types available in
Mediasite. When creating a new report, you will specify report parameters including
data filters and run the report before you save it. You can edit report parameters and
refresh the report as needed before you save it to ensure you are getting the data you
want.
For more information on specifying filters for your reports, see ―Filtering report data‖ on page
174. For additional information on report data, see ―Report details‖ on page 174.
Only a report’s owner (the person who created it) or a user with administrator privileges can
delete a saved report.

Create a presentation statistics report
Create a Presentation Statistics report to see how many of your presentations are being
watched during any given time period. When creating a new report, you will specify
report parameters including data filters and run the report before you save it. The data
included in the Presentation Statistics report will reflect the filters (presentations, folders,
presenters, users, IP addresses) and date range you specify. You can edit report
parameters and refresh the report as needed before you save it to ensure you are getting
the data you want.
To create a new presentation statistics report:
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1.

Click Analytics > Presentation Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again..
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Sample Presentation Statistics Report (Presentations View)

The following views are available at the top-level: presentations, date activity, and
platforms.
In the presentations view, click a presentation’s title to view its Presentation Summary
report. The following report views are available for the selected presentation: date
activity, users, IP addresses, viewing trends, and platforms.
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Create a presenter statistics report
Create a presenter statistics report to see how many presentations by a particular
presenter (or a group of presenters) were watched and by whom, over a particular time
period. When creating a new report, you will specify report parameters including data
filters and run the report before you save it. The data included in the Presenter Statistics
report reflects the presenters and date range you specify. You can edit report parameters
and refresh the report as needed before you save it to ensure you are getting the data you
want.
To create a new presenter statistics report:
1.

Click Analytics > Presenter Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again..

Presenter Statistics Report

The following views are available at the top-level: presenters, date activity, and
platforms.
In the presenter’s view, click a presenter’s name to view its summary report. The
following report views are available for the selected presenter: date activity,
presentations, users, and platforms.
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Create a user statistics report
Create a User Statistics report to see a specific user's (or a group of users) viewing
activities over any given time period. For example, in a classroom setting, you may want
to see if a student who is having trouble in the class has been viewing presentations
regularly. In a business setting, you may want to ensure all new employees have
completely viewed a required human resources training presentation.
When creating a new report, you will specify report parameters including data filters and
run the report before you save it. The data included in the User Statistics report will
reflect the filters (presentations, folders, presenters, users, IP addresses) and date range
you specify. You can edit report parameters and refresh the report as needed before you
save it to ensure you are getting the data you want.
To create a new user statistics report:
1.

Click Analytics > User Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again..

User Statistics Report
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The following views are available at the top-level: users, date activity, and platforms.
In the users’ view, click a user’s name to view its summary report. The following report
views are available for the selected user: date activity, presentations, and platforms.

Create a new server statistics report
Create a Server Statistics report to view a snapshot of Mediasite usage: peak connections,
live and on-demand users, platforms, players, and browsers used to view presentations,
etc.
When creating a new report, you will specify report parameters including data filters and
run the report before you save it. The data included in the Server Statistics report will
reflect the filters (presentations, folders, presenters, users, IP addresses) and date range
you specify. You can edit report parameters and refresh the report as needed before you
save it to ensure you are getting the data you want.
In some reports you may see ―Unknown‖ displayed for a platform, browser, or player,
for example, when a new version is released for an operating system or if the logging
data was migrated from a 4.x release. For more information, see KBA 10671 available
on the Customer Assurance Portal at www.sonicfoundry.com/support.
For more information on specifying filters for your reports, see ―Filtering report data‖
on page 174. For additional information on report data, see ―Report details‖ on page
174.
To create a new server statistics report:
1.

Click Analytics > Server Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again.

The following views are available at the top-level: date activity, presentations, users, IP
addresses, referrers, and platforms.
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Server Statistics Report

Create an authoring statistics report
Create an Authoring Statistics report to see how much content a presenter (or group of
presenters) has created on the Mediasite. When creating a new report, you will specify
report parameters including data filters and run the report before you save it. The data
included in the Authoring Statistics report reflects the presenters and date range
specified. You can edit report parameters and refresh the report as needed before you
save it to ensure you are getting the data you want.
To create a new authoring statistics report:
1.

Click Analytics > Authoring Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again..
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Authoring Statistics Report

The following views are available at the top-level: presenters and date activity.
In the presenter’s view, click a presenter’s name to view its summary report. The
following report views are available for the selected presenter: date activity, and
presentations.
For more information on specifying filters for your reports, see ―Filtering report data‖ on
page 174.. For additional information on report data, see ―Report details‖ on page 174.

Create a new catalog statistics report
Create a Catalog Statistics report to see statistics for presentations grouped in one or
more catalogs. The data included in the report reflects the catalogs and date range
specified.
To create a new catalog statistics report:
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1.

Click Analytics > Catalog Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again..
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Catalog Statistics Report

Create a new download statistics report
Create a Download Statistics report to see statistics for presentations that have been
downloaded as portable presentations using Management Portal, My Mediasite, or
catalogs. The data included in the report reflects the presentations, folders, catalogs,
presenters, users, and date range you specify.
To create a new authoring statistics report:
1.

Click Analytics > Download Statistics > Add New.

2.

Enter a name for the report and specify the filters, date range, time zone, report
options. Optionally add recurrence for the report.

3.

Click Run to view the report. Click Save to save the results so you can access or share
them without running the report again..
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Download Statistics Report

SHARING

REPORTS

You can send a link to a saved report’s results from its properties page.
To share a report:
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1.

Navigate to the report, select it and on the summary page, click Share on the same
row as the results you want to share. An email form opens with the invitation text.

2.

Enter the source and destination email addresses and update the invitation text as
needed.

3.

If you prefer to use the e-mail client on your computer, click Use Email Client.
Otherwise, the email server specified during deployment is used.

4.

Click Send.
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Share report results

Share report email form
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EXPORTING

REPORT RESULTS

Export report data to Excel or XML files, which allows you to present data in an
alternative format to the reports provided in Mediasite. Exported data includes report
criteria and results. In Excel multiple worksheets are created with each worksheet
containing similar type of data.
You can limit the data you print or export by going directly to the report data you want
and printing or exporting from that page. For example, to export the report data for a
single presentation when viewing statistics for multiple presentations, you would select
the presentation’s name in top-level report and then export from that page.
Exported files use the report name, for example, the file name for a report named ―My
report‖ is My_report.xml.

Export results to an Excel file
You must have Windows Office 2003 or later to open the downloaded Excel export file.
To export a report to an Excel file:
1.

On the Results Summary page, click Excel > This Page or Excel > Full Report to export
only the page you are viewing or all report data, respectively.

2.

Click Export. When the File Download dialog appears, click Open to view the Excel file
or click Save to save it.

Export results to an XML file
To export a report to an XML file:
1.

On the Results Summary page, click Xml > This Page or Xml > Full Report to export
only the page you are viewing or all report data, respectively.

2.

Click Export. When the File Download dialog appears, click Open to view the XML data
in a web browser or click Save to save the XML.
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Export report to XML file
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Numbers in italic denote glossary definitions.

A
accessibility
catalog, 159
add
additional presentation content, 45, 76, 109
closed captions, 110
external media import project, 81
links to a presentation, 110
media export project, 85
Mediasite package import project, 79
Players, 48
podcast feed, 114
poll templates, 106
polls, 104
presentations, 37
presenters, 46
schedule, 63
shortcuts, 100
thumbnail images, 111
video podcast feed, 122
Windows media import project, 83
appearance, player, 53
approve presentation, 94
audience interaction, 101
audio sync, 39
audio transcription profile, 134
audio transcription templates, 133
audio-only presentations, 39
automated captioning, 132
automated tasks, 66

B
banner, catalog, 163
biography page URL, presenter, 46
broadcast live presentations, 89
bulk edit, 30

C
camtasia relay, import, 77, 81
captioning
audio transcription profile, 134
audio transcription templates, 133
automated, 132
catalog
accessibility, 159
banner, 163
custom, 148
customize, 158
display properties, update, 161
download MP3 file, 97
download presentation, 96
edit mode, 142
email invitation, 166
embed in website, 167
enable registration, 169
launch My Mediasite, 158
layout, update, 160
linked, 145
list in Showcase, 164
mobile device layout, 159
moderate presentations, 168
options, 141
permissions, 143
search, 142
share, 166
share link, 167
subscribe to feed, 168
subscribe to RSS feed, 168
top banner, update, 163
validation image, email, 162
working with, 139
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category
add, 128
enable on Mediasite, 127
select, 129
channel
share, 165
closed captions
adding, 110
comment, add, 93
common tasks, 22
Portal, 22
components, mediasite, 12
considerations
embeddable players, 52
player layouts, 49
scheduling, 74
considerations, video podcast, 118
content
additional, add, 109
catalog, add to, 152
enable podcast, 113
enable video podcast, 121
content approval workflow, 92
approve or deny updates, 94
comment on presentation, 94
comment, add, 93
content revisions, 136
copy presentations, 90
create
in advance, 67
new reports, 190
user profile, 16
custom catalog
add folder, 155
add linked folder, 156
add presentations, 154
content, add, 152
custom catalogs, 148
customize
catalog, 158
players, 53

D
data definitions, report, 181
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delete
events, 72
presentations, 36
system component, 35
details
report, 174
directory
import presenters, 47
search, 47
display properties, catalog, 161
download MP3 files, 97
downloading portable presentations, 94

E
editor, web, 29
email
address, presenter, 46
catalog invitation, 166
podcast feed invitations, 115
share presentation, 101
validation image, 162
video podcast feed invitations, 123
embed catalog, 167
embed code, player, 53
embeddable player, 52
enable
presentation, captioning, 136
events, delete, 72
events, restore, 73
Excel, export reports, 200
exclude IP ranges, reports, 186
export
media, automatic, 85
reports, 200
external media, import, 81, 83
external publishing, 42, 124
add category, 128
add iTunes U project, 126
add YouTube project, 126
enable categories, 127
iTunes U, 131
select category, 129
YouTube, 130
external storage location, export to, 86
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F
features
profile settings, 19
search, 19
filter report data, 184
folders
add, 23
allow copying to, 23
delete, 24
move items, 34
publish to catalog, 24
update and delete, 24

H
Home, 17

I
images, thumbnail, 111
import
media, automatic, 77
schedules, 69
integration packages, import, 81
interaction, audience, 101
invitations, email, 101
iTunes U
add external publishing project, 126
publish to, 124
publishing location, 131

L
launch
Management Portal, 15
layout options, player, 53
layout, catalog, 160
link
add, 110
catalog banner, 163
presentation URL, 110
linked
catalog, 145
folder, catalog, 156

list view
scheduling, 64
live broadcast, 89
load in advance, 67
log in, 15

M
Management Portal
add like, 30
common tasks, 22
create user profile, 16
delete folder, 24
delete presentations, 36
delete system component, 35
download MP3, 97
download presentations, 95
launching, 15
logging in, 15
manage folders, 22
move items, 34
profile settings, 19
Recycle Bin, move presentation to, 35
restore presentations, 36
search, 19
system requirements, 15
view component properties, 25
view presentation properties, 25
media export
add project, 85
external storage location, 86
Mediasite trust, 87
presentations, 85
media import
camtasia recordings, 77
Camtasia Relay recordings, 81
external media, 81
integration packages, 81
Mediasite packages, 79
MP4 files, 81
overview, 77
presenter information, 78
Windows media, 78, 83
media, upload, 29
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Mediasite
components, 12
package, import, 79
trust, export to, 87
Mediasite Classic player
interactivity settings, 58
layout settings, 57
playback controls, 57
presentation information, 58
Mediasite player
content layout settings, 55
general layout settings, 54
interactivity settings, 58
playback controls, 57
presentation information, 58
mobile catalog layout, 159
moderate
categorize questions, 103
export questions, 103
forward questions, 103
manage questions, 103
reply, 103
reply to questions, 103
move items, 34
MP3 download
catalog, 97
Management Portal, 97
MP3 files, download, 97
MP4 files, import, 81
MultiView player
interactivity settings, 58
layout settings, 54
playback controls, 57
presentation information, 58
My Mediasite
launch from catalog, 158

N
Navigate Portal
Home, 17
system overview, 17
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O
on-demand presentations, 90
options, catalog, 141
overview
catalogs, 139

P
permissions
catalog, 143
folders, 23
placeholder schedule, 66
playback requirements, 49
Player
adding, 48
appearance settings, 53
code, embedded, 53
customize, 53
embeddable, 52
layout options, 53
layouts, 49
viewing requirements, 49
podcast
add RSS feed, 114
email invitations, feed, 115
folder, enable content, 113
presentation, enable content, 114
poll management
external polls, link to, 108
new poll, add, 104
template as question, add, 106
templates, add, 106
view poll results, 107
portable presentations, 94
Portal search, 19
Portal views, reports, 184
post-presentation link, add, 108
preparing presentations, 37
presentation download
catalog, 96
Management Portal, 95
presentations
add additional content, 45, 76, 109
add polls, 104

INDEX

presentations (continued)
add video, 75
adding, 37
approve/deny updates, 94
audio only, 39
broadcasting live, 89
chapters, add, 112
closed captions, add, 110
comment, 93
comments, view, 30
content approval workflow, 92
content revisions, 136
copy to folders, 90
delete, 36
download MP3, 30
download portable, 30, 94
drag and drop, 34
enable captioning, 136
enable registration, 98
launch editor, 29
link to external polls, 108
links, add, 110
management tasks, 27
media export, 85
moderate, 103
moderate in catalog, 168
MP3 download, 97
poll templates, add, 106
post-presentation link, add, 108
preparing, 37
preview slides, 28
publish, 27
publishing, 89
quick edit, 30
recurring, 61
Recycle Bin, move to, 35
review, 30
scheduling, 61
share, 28, 101, 166
shortcuts, 100
slide title, add, 112
thumbnail images, add, 111
update visibility, 91
upload, 75
upload media, 29

presentations (continued)
view or modify, 25
view reports, 28
view settings, 27
watch, 27
presenters
add new, 46
adding, 46
biography page URL, 46
email address, 46
import from directory, 47
media import, 78
preview slides, 28
profile settings, 19, 20
profile, audio transcription, 134
project, video podcast, 118
properties
Management Portal, 25
publish
catalogs, 141
external sites, to, 42, 124
folders, 24
presentation, 27
publishing
copy to folders, 90
MP3 files, download, 97
on-demand presentations, 90
portable presentations, 94
presentations, 89
publishing location
iTunes U, 131
YouTube, 130
publishing project
iTunes U external, 126
YouTube external, 126

Q
questions
categorize, 103
forward, 103
manage, 103
reply, 103
view audience, 103
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quick edit
presentation, 31
schedule, 33
template, 31

R
real-time, report, 172
recorder
availability, scheduling, 62
recurring presentations, 61
Recycle Bin
delete presentations, 36
Management Portal, 35
move presentations to, 35
restore presentations, 36
registration
catalog, 169
channels, 164
presentations, 98
view data, 99, 170
reports
authoring statistics, 195
catalog statistics, 196
create, 171
create new, 190
data definitions, 181
date activity, 176
date range, 187
details, 174
download statistics, 197
export to Excel, 200
export to XML, 200
filter data, 184
IP ranges, specify, 186
platforms, 176
Portal views, 184
pre-defined, 173
presentation, 28
presentation statistics, 190
presenter statistics, 192
real-time, 172
recurrence, add, 188
results summary, 174
server statistics, 194
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reports (continued)
server statistics, 171
summary reports, 177
time zone, 187
type, 171
user statistics, 193
zero views, 184
requirements
viewing, 49
restore events, 73
results summary, 174
revisions, content, 136
RSS feed
include in catalog, 162

S
schedule
quick edit, 30
scheduling
add, 63
check recorder availability, 62
choose Recorder, 66
considerations, 74
create in advance, 67
delete events, 72
exclude dates, 62
import schedules, 69
list view, 64
load in advance, 67
manually create presentations, 71
overview, 61
placeholder schedule, 66
restore events, 73
schedules, 61
tasks, scheduler, 61, 62
search
directory, 47
Portal, 19
search, catalog, 142
server statistics, 171
share
catalog, 166
link, catalog, 167
presentations, 101

INDEX

share presentation, 28
shortcuts, presentation, 100
Showcase
list catalog, 164
registration, 164
share channel, 165
slide
descriptions, add, 28, 112
preview, 28
titles, add, 112
slides editor, 28
stream groups
audio sync, 39
subscribe to catalog, 168
sync audio, 39
system component
add like, 30
delete, 35
Management Portal, 25
view or modify, 25
system requirements, Portal, 15

T
tasks
common, 22
scheduler, 62
templates
poll, 106
quick edit, 30
thumbnail images, 111
top banner, catalog, 163
types, report, 171

U
update
catalog display properties, 96, 98, 158
presentations, multiple, 30
schedules, multiple, 30
templates, multiple, 30
upload media, 29
user profile, create, 16

V
validation image, email, 162
video
file, add, 75
upload, 75
video podcast
add feed, 122
add project, 118
considerations, 118
email invitations, feed, 123
folder, enable content, 121
overview, 117
presentation, enable, 121
view
questions, 103
registration data, 99, 170
viewing requirements, 49
visibility, update, 91

W
watch presentation, 27
web editor, 29
Windows media import, 78

X
XML, export reports, 200

Y
YouTube
add category, 128
add external publishing project, 126
enable categories, 127
publish to, 42, 124
select category, 129

Z
zero views, reports, 184
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